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A New Technique for High Performance Tandem Time-of-Flight Mass
Spectrometry

Project Summary

The following monograph is based on notes generated by the author during the course

of this dissertation research and also contains, as an appendix, the seminal document:

Barofsky, D.F., Hakansson, P., Katz, D.L., Piyadasa, G.C.K. 1999. Tandem time-of-flight

mass spectrometer. U.S. Patent Application No. 09/405,208. The second chapter provides

the main technical introduction to the project and was constructed by interspersing with

extensive notes the first written description of D.F. Barofsky's original conception for the

complete tandem time-of-flight mass spectrometer (submitted as a project description by

P. Hakansson to his Dean, the Faculty of Science and Technology, The University of

Uppsala, Sweden, dated 28 March 1996). Similarly the third chapter, which contains the

mathematical solution to the dissertation problem, is followed in the fourth chapter by the

executive summary for U.S. Patent Application No. 09/405,208, submitted by D.L. Katz

to the Technology Transfer Office, Oregon State University, dated 8 May 2000. Finally,

supported by six key memoranda from Katz to Barofsky, dated 1 March 1997 - 3 July

1997, the remainder of this chapter provides an historical perspective of the project:



The dissertation problem was to design an ion accelerator for the second stage of a high

performance tandem time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer, and was provided in the

Summer of 1996 by D.F. Barofsky, Chemistry Department, Oregon State University.

Barofsky had recently proposed a complete tandem TOF mass spectrometer for post

source decay (PSD) studies. The principle of TOF mass spectrometry is that a packet of

ions of equal kinetic energy (or equal momentum) racing down a long, field free flight

tube will separate into bands according to the mass to charge ratios of the constituent ion

species. In PSD studies the molecule under study, known as the precursor species, decays

in flight and structural information is obtained by producing a mass spectrum of its

fragments. Since the fragments and remaining intact precursor ions coast together down

the flight tube as a co-moving ensemble they must be dispersed with a subsequent

acceleration in order to produce a mass spectrum. A further complication occurs because

the kinetic energy of the coasting fragments is mass dependent - e.g., a fragment 1/10 the

mass of the precursor species carries away 10% of the original kinetic energy. Barofsky's

concept was to couple time-lag focusing with time-gated ion deflection for precision

selection of the precursor species in the first stage of the spectrometer (MS 1), and in the

second stage (MS2) use a time-lag accelerator to mass disperse and focus the entire mass

range of associated fragment species onto the detector. Focusing is required in MS 1 to

minimize the intra-mass spatial spread (i.e., the thickness, or axial spread of the bands) at

the ion gate and in MS2 to minimize both the temporal and spatial intra-mass spreads at

the detector. Without focusing the actually achievable mass resolution is very limited.
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The object was to design a practical instrument capable of: selecting a monoisotopic

precursor species in MS 1; fragmenting the selected precursor species; mass dispersing,

focusing and detecting the fragments in MS2; and recording the complete mass spectrum

without having to scan MS2 in voltage or other operating parameters - a potential

advantage unique to time-of-flight methods known as the multiplex advantage (or,

perhaps more accurately, the advantage of multiplex recording). The instrumental

resolving power of MS2 was to be similar to that obtained conventionally using an

electrostatic ion mirror, but with greater economy and without the disadvantage of having

to step an ion mirror in voltage to obtain a complete spectrum (which would sacrifice the

multiplex advantage). It was understood that the most successful conclusion of this

research would be a patentable, commercially viable instrument for post source decay

studies. No serious engineering obstacles were expected and the estimated time for the

project was two years.

The project was carried out at two universities. The ion gate for MS 1 was developed at

the Angstrom Laboratory, Division of Ion Physics, Uppsala University, Sweden. In the

Spring of 1998 the gate was tested successfully and, astoundingly, demonstrated a mass

resolution of 1.15 u at 6000 u. With the assistance of C.K.G. Piyadasa (visiting from

Uppsala University) a second gate was assembled at Oregon State University in the

summer of 1998. MS2 was designed at Oregon State University and is the topic of this

doctoral dissertation.



The first task was to become familiar with the principle of time-lag focusing and

develop an approach to minimize the mass dependent effects inherent in this focusing

technique. Time-lag focusing was considered sufficiently conservative in MS1 that this

was not an issue in the design of the ion gate.

The mass range over which accurate focusing is required is at least 1 - 2 decades in

MS2 - compared to a small fraction of 1 decade in MS1 - and within several months it

became apparent that the mass dependence of time-lag focusing represented a serious

problem for MS2. This concern was expressed in a 17 March 1997 memorandum to

Barofsky which showed, in a fairly general way, that the goal of achieving multiplex

recording in the originally conceived MS2 was problematical and concluded that: "... the

initially slower ions of the m' species will acquire an additional kinetic energy out of

proportion with their smaller mass, Consequently, the distance to focus is less for the

lighter species. ... Evidently, the ability to record a wide mass spectrum without

adjustment is doubtful (1)."

There was a high degree of compartmentalization between MS 1 and MS2 research and

development - to the extent that the two stages were considered separate intellectual

property. Nevertheless, with the feasibility of the originally proposed MS2 fundamentally

in question, and more than a year before the ion gate about to be developed in Sweden

was so successfully tested, prudence demanded an independent analysis of MS 1. This led

to a memorandum of 1 March 1997 to Barofsky implying that the inter-mass spatial

separation at the location of the ion gate in MSI was going to be independent of the

source operating voltage - but would increase linearly with the distance between the ion

source and gate (2). Ion gating is accomplished by using a time-dependent transverse

4
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electric field to deflect unwanted species out of the field of view of a limiting aperture.

The conventional wisdom was that the mass resolving power of an ion gate was limited

by the spatial separation between different ion species - in other words, the thinking was

that it would be difficult or impossible to discriminate between two species separated by

less than the axial dimension of the gate (3). With reference to a hypothetical MS 1 with a

resolving power of 80 the memorandum stated: "... a spatial separation of 1 cm between

focused ion packets ... would require a first stage drift length of 160 cm to the focus

between the two pairs of selector plates." The implication was that the mass resolving

power of an MS 1 of reasonable length (such as 160 cm ) would fall 1 - 2 orders of

magnitude short of the project requirement of 4000 unless an ion gate operating on a

qualitatively different principle was developed. Privately it seemed as if the entire project

was in crisis. A subsequent memorandum dated 1 May 1997 (4) included the

mathematical formula used to compute the inter-mass spatial separation cited in the 1

March memorandum. This sparked a wide ranging conversation with Barofsky in early

May 1997 which led, ultimately, to the present design of MS2. The conversation began at

Barofsky's white board with a one or two line derivation of the equation - which showed

that changing the source voltage would not effect the inter-mass separation down the

flight tube at the gate. In a sense this result is counter-intuitive, because with no

accelerating voltage there is clearly no inter-mass separation the various ion species do

not separate into bands - and there is a tendency to assume, incorrectly, that the higher the

accelerating voltage the greater the inter-mass separation. It turns out that while the

inter-mass velocity difference does indeed increase with the square root of source voltage

the flight time over a fixed trajectory in MS1 varies inversely with the square root of

-
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source voltage, and the two effects exactly cancel - i.e., as the voltage increases the

increased velocity of separation is exactly compensated by the decreased time available to

separate. Based on dimensional considerations this result was no surprise because a

dependence by a length, the inter-mass separation, on the only quantity in the problem

carrying the dimension of time, the source voltage, would have been impossible. Carrying

this line of reasoning further it was subsequently shown, by purely kinematic and

dimensional arguments, that the mass resolving power of a simple deflecting gate scales

with the ratio of the deflecting field to the source voltage. The physical explanation for

this inverse dependence on source voltage is straightforward: Since the axial separation

between ion species is independent of source voltage the time available to the gate to

impart a deflecting impulse varies inversely with axial velocity. Similarly, the time

available for the resulting transverse velocity to carry the ion out of the field of view of

the limiting aperture also varies inversely with axial velocity. Since the axial velocity

varies as the square root of source voltage the two effects combined cause the inverse

dependence on source voltage. This isn't to say that the resolving power of a real gate

necessarily varies exactly in inverse proportion to the source voltage; the actual

performance depends on the detailed dynamics of the instrument in question. An

interesting way of looking at this is to say that "... one can view deviations from naive

scaling as a probe of the dynamics (5)." For example, the inverse dependence on source

voltage would be expected to break down as the voltage was reduced toward zero because

the source would eventually fail to provide a precise focus at the gate. Similarly, at very

high source voltages the resolving power might be limited by the speed and/or transient

characteristics of the high voltage switches controlling the gate. In other words, if a mass
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spectrometer of unknown design were to be studied without actually taking it apart to see

what was inside, deviations from naive scaling laws would provide valuable clues as to

the nature of its components. Ofcourse, the exercise was not to analyze an existing

instrument as though it were an exotic elementary particle amenable to study only

through deduction from indirect experiments, but to use scaling as a valuable tool and

guiding principle in the design of a new type of instrument. Again quoting from reference

(5):

Dimensional Analysis. The physical content of scaling is very often
formulated in terms of dimensional analysis. The seminal idea seems to be
due to Fourier. He is, of course, most famous for the invention of "Fourier
analysis", introduced in his great treatise Theorie Analytique de la
Chaleur, first published in Paris in 1822. However, it is generally not
appreciated that the same book contains another great contribution,
namely, the use of dimensions for physical quantities. It is the ghost of
Fourier that is the scourge of all freshman physics majors, for it was he
who first realized that every physical quantity "has one dimension proper
to itself, and that the terms of one and the same equation could not be
compared, if they had not the same exponent of dimension." He goes on:
"We have introduced this consideration ... to verify the analysis ... it is the
equivalent of the fundamental lemmas which the Greeks have left us
without proof." Indeed it is! Check the dimensions! - the rallying call of
all physicists (and, hopefully, all engineers).

However, it was only much later that physicists began to use the
"method of dimensions" to solve physical problems. In a famous paper on
the subject published in Nature in 1915, Rayleigh indignantly begins: "I
have often been impressed by the scanty attention paid even by original
workers in the field to the great principle of similitude. It happens not
infrequently that results in the form of 'laws' are put forward as novelties
on the basis of elaborate experiments, which might have been predicted a
priori after a few minutes consideration!" He then proceeds to set things
right by giving several examples of the power of dimensional analysis. It
seems to have been from about this time that the method became standard
fare for the physicist....
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A combination of hard work much of it in an apparently oblique direction - and a

fortunate series of accidental events had just created the conditions for what in retrospect

was an almost incredible act of serendipity - perhaps best defined as "the art of profiting

from unexpected occurrences" (6,7,8). During the ensuing conversation, which lasted

approximately 45 minutes, probably 50% of the conceptual work for what was to become

MS2 was completed as the design just "fell out" of the physics. Given that the inter-mass

separation at the gate would be independent of source voltage, Barofsky pointed out that

this fact might be powerfully exploited, of all things, in an MS2 incorporating both the

time-lag accelerator and an electrostatic ion mirror. Barofsky continued that the freedom

existed to reduce significantly the operating voltage of the ion source - from the standard

10 - 20 kV then being contemplated to perhaps as little as 500 - 1,000 V - while still

providing efficient extraction of the analyte from the source backing plate and precise

focusing of the analyte ions onto the gate. Discussing MS1 had just resulted in a

completely unexpected solution for MS2: There are two ion optical requirements which

must be satisfied in order to focus with an ion mirror. The first is that the species to be

focused are nearly monoenergetic. The problem in PSD studies is that the mechanical

energy of the fragments is directly proportional to mass, and the mass range of interest

generally covers at least 1 - 2 decades. The idea here was that by operating the source at a

relatively low voltage and then accelerating the fragments across a much higher potential

difference in MS2 (with the time-lag accelerator) the percent differences in mechanical

energy among the fragment species would be greatly diminished. This much was similar

to the post-acceleration scheme reported five years earlier by Schlag et al. (9) where the

number of voltage steps required to obtain a complete mass spectrum with an ion mirror

-
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was reduced considerably (without post-acceleration, many voltage steps per decade of

mass range are required). As the discussion continued the idea came up that in the limit of

a very large ratio of second stage to source voltages it might be possible to use an ion

mirror to focus the complete mass range without any need to step the mirror in voltage -

thus fully regaining the multiplex advantage. As a result of this personal communication

it was agreed that an alternate approach should also be considered in which the second

stage accelerator would be used in conjunction with an electrostatic ion mirror. Therefore,

a memorandum of 14 May 1997 presented two basic possibilities for MS2: "For selected

ion families at very low energies, a high voltage second stage grid yields an almost

monoenergetic beam. In this configuration the selected monoenergetic family will be

analyzed using an ordinary linear mirror and a 180 deg detector. ... at higher energies, a

second stage configured with a 0 deg detector and employing a delayed HV pulse to

provide energy focusing will be used (10)." In these early memoranda the precursor

species was often referred to as the "parent ion", and the fragment species variously as

"daughter ions" or "the family of ions". Also, the term "linear mirror" is here

synonymous with electrostatic ion mirror, and "energy focusing" refers to time-lag

focusing.

Interest was still centered on the original conception, however, and a 6 June 1997

memorandum outlined the basic design parameters for an MS2 based on the initial

proposal (11). As it was, the characteristically short focal length and mass dependence of

the time-lag accelerator resulted in some severe trade-offs (considerably more severe than

realized at the time) and, in retrospect, this was not a practical design. The most

fundamental problem addressed in the memorandum was that the temporal separation at
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the detector between adjacent mass species at the precursor mass was smaller than the

minimum peak width for a state of the art instrument: "Based on spatial considerations,

the proposed device easily resolves adjacent-mass ion packets over the entire one decade

mass range. The one red flag raised has to do with the 0.7 ns temporal separation at the

parent ion mass." Then, as evidenced by a euphoric memorandum of 3 July 1997 dashed

off after a spirited personal communication with Barofsky, approximately one year into

the project the original approach for MS2 was dropped in favor of the alternate system

incorporating the electrostatic ion mirror: "We can provide a real focus for parent ions at

a distance D = ... to the right of the grids ... As an example,... OK! ! Then, daughters will

focus somewhere between the grid exit and 1.46 cm. With the mirror at 1 in (+1.46 cm)

and ... we achieve almost ideal mirror focusing over the mass range. This iteration feels

right to me (12)." The breakthrough came when analysis revealed that a very large ratio

of MS2 to MS1 operating voltages would naturally result in the focal length of the second

stage accelerator approaching the limiting value of just twice the electrode spacing.

While a significant mass dependence still existed as a percentage of the nominal focal

length, the focal length itself was now so short that this variation was second order on the

scale of MS2 - thus satisfying the second ion optical requirement of the mirror: that the

ion species be precisely focused on the object plane of the ion mirror. In the end, no

practical solution to the characteristically short, mass dependent focal length of the

time-lag accelerator presented itself - but it was found that a second stage time-lag

accelerator could be used as an artifice to transform the ion optical properties of the

fragment ions produced in MS 1 to match the focusing requirements of an ion mirror. In

light of the original proposal this was a significant change in course.
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Far from simplifying the hardware in MS2 by replacing the electrostatic ion mirror with a

second stage of time-lag focusing, the plan now called for both the mirror and the

time-lag accelerator.

While using a secondary acceleration in conjunction with an ion mirror was not a new

concept, the large voltage ratios being contemplated combined with the focusing action

provided by the time-lag accelerator represented a critical departure from the

post-acceleration scheme of Schlag et al. (9). The earlier approach used a static

accelerating field which provided no focusing action and also required floating MS 1 at

the post-acceleration voltage. By contrast, a time-lag accelerator uses a synchronized

voltage that switches on only after the fragments enter the gap between the electrodes -

thus both obviating the need to float MS 1 at a high voltage and time-lag focusing the ions

in a distance about twice the gap length downstream of the electrodes. By arranging for

the object plane of the mirror to coincide with the focus of the time-lag accelerator the

mirror would thus be presented with a high quality virtual source of fragment ions. In

principle this follows closely the standard technique used in single stage instruments

where the ion species (monoenergetic by hypothesis) are focused right out of the source a

short distance onto the object plane of an ion mirror. While this focal distance is itself

generally too short to provide any meaningful mass dispersion, the purpose of the

focusing action is not to disperse the ion species but to present the mirror with a high

quality virtual ion source. The necessary mass dispersion is then provided by the much

longer trajectory from the object plane to the focal plane of the mirror - typically on the

order of 100-200 cm. Returning to the tandem instrument, operating with a very large

voltage ratio between the time-lag accelerator in MS2 and the source in MS 1 permits
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application of this standard technique in MS2. The result is an MS2 capable of multiplex

recording from the precursor mass all the way down to protons.

This was a stunning development. Using standard hardware and well known

techniques in a novel way, MS2 was like nothing seen before in the history of tandem

time-of-flight mass spectrometry. To paraphrase Thomas Edison, Inventors don't say

"aha ", they say oh, so that's what that's for.
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Technical Introduction:
The Hakansson Memorandum

Following closely on the heels of a 22 March 1996 e-mail from D. F. Barofsky to

P. HAkansson at Uppsala University, the Hakansson memorandum (13) is the first written

description of Barofsky's original conception for the complete tandem time-of-flight mass

spectrometer. Interspersed with extensive notes in roman type, the text of the

memorandum is in easy to identify bold type and has been divided into 6 sections with

descriptive headings. As previously discussed, key aspects of this proposal were modified

in early Summer 1997 in favor of an alternative approach incorporating both the

originally proposed time-lag accelerator and an electrostatic ion mirror (in MS2). In

conjunction with the memorandum these notes provide an excellent technical

introduction to the project:
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TANDEM TIME-OF-FLIGHT MASS SPECTROMETRY OF BIOLOGICAL
MOLECULES

Background

The application of mass spectrometry to research in molecular biology is

rapidly increasing. This is due in large part to the discovery and development

of ionization processes, viz. plasma desorption, matrix- assisted laser

desorption/ionization, and electrospray ionization that are amenable to

time-of-flight (TOF) techniques.

The principle of TOF mass spectrometry is straightforward (3, 14-19). Consider the

idealized situation depicted in figure 1, in which two different ion species are accelerated

from rest across a common potential difference and allowed to race down a long,

field-free, evacuated flight tube to an ion detector. Since the time of flight of each ion

species is proportional to the square root of its mass to charge ratio, the two species arrive

at the detector in order of their m/z values. Essentially, this elegant "Toy-Of-Fysicists"

(sic) measures mass by measuring time.
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source drift tube

volts

detector

time

Figure 1. Time-of-flight mass spectrometer and data showing separate
voltage spikes for two species.

In practice, to deconvolve the series of electric pulses provided by the detector,

two species of known m/z are used to empirically determine the two constants in a

calibrating equation of the form

m/z=at'+c (1)

There are two special advantages that make TOF methods attractive for biological mass

spectrometry. First is that the mass range is theoretically unlimited - thus permitting

analysis of biopolymers such as peptides, proteins and even DNA. Second is

the so-called multiplex advantage - the unique ability to record a complete mass spectrum

from a single ion packet. Multiplexing obviates the need for the time consuming, tedious

and potentially error producing practice of scanning an instrument to obtain a complete

mass spectrum - and also makes it possible to produce a complete spectrum from very
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small amounts of sample material. These special advantages notwithstanding, TOF

methods require the sample to be in the gas phase and, until fairly recently, were

restricted to far more volatile compounds than the large biomolecules. This restriction has

been lifted by new techniques developed beginning in the late 1980's which permit intact

molecular ions to be produced from the liquid and solid states. The technique of interest

in this dissertation is known as matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI)

mass spectrometry (3, 19, 20-23). In MALDI a dilute solution containing the analyte is

mixed with a concentrated solution containing the much lower molecular weight matrix.

After application to the backing plate of the ion source the solvent is allowed to evaporate

- thus forming crystals and leaving the analyte embedded in a solid matrix. Gas phase

analyte ions are produced by irradiating the source backing plate with a short pulse

ultraviolet laser - thus ablating a thin layer of matrix and analyte. With correct matrix

selection and a large ratio of matrix to analyte most of the absorbed energy is absorbed by

the matrix. The matrix then becomes ionized and dissociates - changing phase into a

supercompressed gas whilst transferring charges to the analyte molecules. Expanding

violently, the matrix entrains the analyte in a supersonic flow away from the surface. The

gaseous and well ionized analyte is now amenable to TOF methods.
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Tandem TOF mass spectrometry

Molecular weights are obtained directly from TOF mass spectra of analytes ionized

by these methods, but structures are generally not. Tandem TOF methods make it

possible to obtain structural information directly from mass spectra and, therefore,

to minimize or entirely eliminate time and sample intensive chemical or enzymatic

sample treatments prior to mass analysis.

TOF mass spectrometry of large biomolecules was already routine, but obtaining

structural information on a monoisotopic analyte was problematical. The requirements

were to select a precursor species with unit mass resolution in MS 1 using an ion gate,

induce fragmentation using a gas collision cell, provide a secondary acceleration to mass

disperse the fragments and focus them onto a detector in MS2, and provide multiplex

recording. This is illustrated below in figure 2.

C d e

Figure 2. Diagram of the originally proposed tandem TOF mass spectrometer illustrating
(a) ion source (b) ion gate (c) gas collision cell (d) second stage ion accelerator and (e)
detector.

a b
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Ion gating

Dr. Barofsky's collaborative research with the Division of Ion Physics at

Uppsala University would focus on the investigation, development, and

application of a novel concept for TOF tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS).

Current approaches to TOF-MS/MS rely on low resolution (i.e., resolving

powers of 100-300) velocity selection for the first stage of mass separation

and high resolution (i.e., resolving powers of 2000 - 4000) electrostatic

reflection of ions for the second stage of mass analysis. By contrast, the

Barofsky/Uppsala system would couple time-lagged focusing and time-gated

ion-deflection to achieve high resolution velocity selection in the first stage

and would use time-lagged focusing to achieve high resolution mass dispersion in

the second stage. The design of the first stage is made possible by the advent of

electronic modules capable of switching high voltages on or off in 5-15 nanoseconds.

Conservative calculation and recently published results on time-lagged focusing

indicate that resolving powers of 2000-4000 should be possible with the

Barofsky/Upssala system.

Ion gating is accomplished by applying pulsed voltages either to a set(s) of

parallel deflection plates or interleaved wire or metal ribbon combs. The resulting

transverse electric field deflects unwanted ions out of the field of view of MS2. At the

time, ion selection was taken to be a static process, where the deflecting field vanished

during the interval for ion transmission (see figure 3 below).
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E=0

E
O4

Figure 3. Simple ion gate transmitting the "square" species but deflecting the slower,
larger m/z triangular species and faster, smaller m/z round species away from the
instrument axis.

Furthermore, it was assumed to be difficult or impossible to resolve two species separated

by much less than the electrical length of the gate (essentially the physical length plus

twice the electrode separation to account for the fringe fields at both ends).

It is easy to show that the proposed mass resolving power would be a practical

impossibility if, in fact,resolving two species required their inter-mass separation to

exceed the axial dimension of the gate. Consider two ions of different mass accelerated to

the same kinetic energy. Then

AKE = mvAv + (1/2)Amv2 = 0 (2)

E
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Which implies

Am/2m = -Av/v = -Ax/x (3)

Hence, the inter-mass axial separation at the gate is given by

Ax = -(&rnl2m)x i (4)

where xI is the source to gate distance. Incidentally, this is just the derivation and

equation referred to in the last chapter that sparked the May 1997 conversation

with Barofsky leading to the present design of MS2. Setting IdxI equal to the electrical

length of the gate (- 1 cm), inverting the equation to solve for xland assuming unit mass

selectivity at 4000 u yields an estimate for the source to gate distance of

8000. 0.01 in = 80.0 m! In addition to the obvious logistical problem of housing such an

instrument, the vacuum pumping requirements for such a large, high aspect ratio device

would be enormous. More fundamentally, since the solid angle subtended by the detector

varies inversely with the square of instrument length, the throughput would be down by

4 decades relative to a standard 1- 2 m spectrometer. It may be argued that although

conventional gating does indeed require the deflecting field to vanish for ion

transmission, the converse is not necessarily true. That is, it may not actually be

necessary for the field to be at a high value for the entire transit time of species to be

deflected. In that case, the required inter-mass separation at the gate might be reduced

considerably from - 1 cm to perhaps a few millimeters. Nevertheless, to provide the

necessary resolving power this still implies a source to gate distance of -10 meters. For

practical source to gate distances of 0.5 - 1.0 m the resolving power is therefore limited to

1/20 - 1/10 of the required value of 4000 - or to a value in the range of only 200 - 400.
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This estimate is consistent with the range of 100 - 300 cited by the memorandum and

observed in the literature for the demonstrated resolving power of conventional ion gates.

The wide disparity between the resolving power of 4000 required for this project and

the 100 - 300 available at the time of the proposal (24-25) suggests performing a

calculation to compute the maximum theoretical resolving power for a deflecting ion

gate. This is most easily accomplished by writing down the condition that an initially

paraxial ion is just removed from the beam in MS 1. Throwing all technological caution to

the wind by assuming an idealized, or "toy", ion gate with an infinite switching

bandwidth and no fringe fields the condition is

qEg IOxI X2 1 Dm v v - 2 (5)

where first term on the left is the transverse acceleration experienced by the deflected ion

in the electric field of the gate, the second term is the time the deflected ion spends in Eg,

and the third is the time of flight from the gate to the limiting aperture, D. Recalling that

the inter-mass spatial separation at the gate is Ax = -(z\m/2m)xI, recognizing that

mv2= 2qVi (where V1 is the source voltage) and rearranging yields the desired result for

initially paraxial ions

m 1 X1X2 Eg

loml -2 D V1 (6)

The physical picture is that the time dependent deflecting field is zero during transit of

the selected species, but otherwise the field is E. Since a species nearby in mass arrives

at the gate a time WI/v earlier (or later) than the selected species, it spends exactly (&xl/v

in Eg. With the more relaxed condition that only the time average deflecting field need
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vanish during transit of the selected species, the gate is said to operate in the dynamic

mode (as opposed to the conventional static mode just described). Operating in the

dynamic mode with electric field 0, Eg or -Eg the theoretical resolving power may be as

much as double that given in the last equation. Perhaps the easiest way to see this last

point is to recognize that to first order the transit time across the gate is the same for the

two species (note that the inter-mass time difference (O&I/v builds up over the much

longer distance, xi). Therefore, the deflected species not only receives an impulse over a

time IAxI/v by virtue of its early (or late) arrival at the gate, but the time average field it

experiences during the overlap of its transit time with that of the selected species need not

vanish because this overlap is less by Idxi/v than the total transit time of the selected

species (for which the time average fieldmust vanish). Therefore, the time over which the

deflected species experiences a nonzero field may be as long as 2 - IOxl/v, In any case it

would be fair to say that the theoretical performance is roughly the same for a deflecting

ion gate irrespective of whether it is operated in the static or dynamic mode. It is

interesting that, subject to the constraint xI +x2= constant, the resolving power of the

gate is maximized when xl = X2. This said, for reasons to be discussed in a later section,

x2 would likely be limited to about xi/4 or less in a tandem instrument (although x2 must

still be large enough to accommodate the length of a gas collision cell). With the realistic

values:

x, = 400 mm, x2 =100 mm, D = 5 mm, Eg = 1000 V/mm and V1 = 10 kV

it turns out that: mlAm = 400 - which is an order of magnitude short of the project

requirement. If instead the limiting aperture is located relatively far away in MS2,
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however, a considerable increase in resolving power is possible and, using logic identical

to that leading up to equation (6), one obtains for the undissociated precursors

m L_ 1 xl Eg
Lx2

+ X3

Om - 2 D V 1+V2/VI
(7)

where D is now located in MS2 a distance x3 downstream of the accelerator and V2 is

the operating voltage of the accelerator in MS2. With X3 = 1000 mm, V2= 20 kV, and

the other parameters as in the previous example, equation (7) yields a resolving power of

2709. Operating in the dynamic mode theoretically doubles this value to 5419, which

would satisfy the project requirement.

The ion gate developed at Uppsala University was successfully tested in Spring 1998

(26) by demonstrating a mass resolution of 1.15 u @ 6000 u and 1.23 u @ 1350 u at ion

energies of approximately 10 keV (while operating in the dynamic mode). The instrument

was configured as a single stage unit (i.e., not a tandem instrument) with rather large drift

lengths, including a 2100 mm distance between the gate and limiting aperture (i.e., x2 in

equation (6)). The upstream side of the Uppsala dual-deflector gate is normally "on" -

transversely deflecting ions arriving earlier than the species under study. As the species of

interest approaches the gate entrance the upstream side switches off (and stays off).

Owing to the finite switching time and fringe fields, however, this species still receives a

small transverse impulse. Then, as the species approaches the gate exit the downstream

side switches on (and stays on) - but with the opposite polarity - imparting an equal but

opposite impulse to the exiting ion. As a result, the precursor of interest nominally

receives zero net impulse crossing the gate and suffers only a small transverse
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displacement with no change in direction. Species arriving earlier (i.e., lighter species) or

later (i.e., heavier species) receive unbalanced transverse impulses and therefore acquire

non-zero transverse velocity components which carry them out of the field of view of the

limiting instrument aperture.

Operating a real gate in the dynamic mode provides a dodge around the finite

switching bandwidth and inevitable fringe fields, and the performance emulates that of an

ideal gate. Conceptually this is very similar to the technique of passing a continuous

beam of charged particles through a set of deflecting plates and quickly reversing the

polarity of the plates - thus producing a packet short compared to the period of the

applied voltage (27). For example, in the Uppsala experiment demonstrating a mass

resolution of 1.15 u @ 6000 u, the source to gate distance (x i in equations (4) and (6) )

was 900 mm - thus implying an inter-mass separation of only 86,um at the gate. At

10.678 keV this would have amounted to a time difference of only 4.7 ns, which is

considerably shorter than the 19 ns rise and fall times of the switches employed.

Furthermore, to have resolved two mlz bands separated by only 86µm the spatial widths

of the individual bands must have been less than - i 86 ,um= 43 ,um (FWHM) -

suggesting an extremely precise focus at the ion gate.
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MS2 Resolving power

Calculation also indicates that time-lagged focusing should produce essentially

the same resolving power as electrostatic reflection in the second stage of mass

Dispersion.

Since the flight time for ions accelerated to the same kinetic energy is proportional to

the square root of mass (t « ), it immediately follows that m/dm = t/2dt. Therefore,

the mass resolving power for a single stage instrument is given by

m/Om = t/2t (8)

where t is the time of flight and z is the minimum peak width. Theoretically z is limited

only by detector response time and digitizer bandwidth. For state of the art instruments

these are, respectively, = 1.0 ns and = 4 GHz and therefore r = 1.25 ns (FWHM). To

fulfill the requirement m/Am = 4000 u/1 u = 4000 the time-of-flight would have to be at

least t = 4000.2.1.25 ns = 10µs. An estimate for the minimum length of the flight tube

would then be the distance the 4000 u ion flies in 10 us; e.g., at 30 keV a 4000 u ion

would fly 0.38 m in 10µs. The physical situation is more complicated in a tandem

instrument because the fragments to be dispersed enter MS2 as a co-moving ensemble at

considerable speed. If the operating voltage of the second stage accelerator is zero the

ions continue on as a co-moving ensemble and the resolving power is zero. If the voltage

is infinite the flight time to the detector is zero and the resolving power is again zero. In

between there must be an optimum MS2 operating voltage that maximizes the inter-mass

difference in flight time (i.e., that maximizes the resolving power). Now, the flight time

down the field free flight tube in MS2 is given by
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t = x/v (9)

where x is the length of the flight tube and v is the (now mass dependent) velocity.

Computing the differential

dt = -(dvlv2)x (10)

Recall that v2 = m KE and dv = dKE/ 2mKE , and note that for fragments in the flight

tube of MS2 KE and dKE (in electron volts) are

KE=m/moV1+V2 (11)

dKE = dm/moV l (12)

where m (mo) is the fragment (precursor) mass, Vl (V2) is the source (second stage

accelerator) operating voltage, and a fragment of mass m carries off a fraction m/mo of

the kinetic energy of the precursor ion. Therefore,

And
v2 = (2/mo)V1[1 +mo/m(V2/VI)] (13)

dv = dm 2/moVi l [1 +mo/m(V2/V1)]-la[_mo/m2(V2/Vi)] (14)

Combining these results yields the difference in flight time for two species nearby in mass

Ot=-(Av/v2)x= (urn/m)(mox2/8V1)112[mo/m(V2/Vl)][1 +m0/m(V2/V1)]-312 (15)

Computing d(At)/dV2 and setting the result equal to zero leads to the following condition

on V2 such that At is maximized

V2 = 2m/moVl (16)

By definition this is also the condition for maximum resolving power.

The resolving power requirement is most severe at the high end of the mass spectrum -
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e.g., unit mass resolution at 100 u requires a resolving power of only 100, whereas at

4000 u the requirement goes up to 4000. Therefore, it is useful to consider the case

m = mo. The voltage condition then yields V2/V1 = 2.

As already mentioned, the successful test of the ion gate in Spring 1998 was

performed with a total voltage difference across the source of VI sz 10 kV - typical for a

modem double field source employing MALDI. Using this as a rationale for specifying

V1, V2 z 20 kV. Estimating the minimum theoretical length for the flight tube in MS2 is

now straightforward. Setting At equal to the minimum peak width, r, using r = 1.25 ns,

VI = 10 KV, V2/Vi = 2, m/mo = 1, Am = lu, mo = 4000 u and solving forx, the result is

0.56 m (as might be expected this is somewhat longer than the estimate of 0.38 m for a

single stage instrument @ 30 kV). Finally, observe that this development was essentially

a derivation of the resolving power for MS2: i.e., the resolving power of MS2 may be

derived by inverting equation (15) to solve for m/Am and then setting At equal to the

minimum instrumental peak width, r.

Note that the small additional contribution to At occurring as the ions traverse the

accelerator is a second order effect and was therefore left out of the analysis. This may be

justified on three grounds. The primary reason is that electrode gap is at most only a few

percent the minimum length of the flight tube (e.g., l cm versus 50 cm).

Secondarily, this already small error is further diminished because the time average

inter-mass velocity difference in the gap is only 1/2 the value in the flight tube. Thirdly,

since the omission results in a small underestimation of At, it causes the design to err

slightly on the conservative side.
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Mechanical assemblies and an aside on gas collision cells

A time-lagged focusing unit is vastly simpler and less costly to construct than an ion

mirror, and as an extra bonus, it should be possible to use it as a gas-phase,

collisional activation cell.

The mechanical assembly for a time-lag focusing unit is indeed much simpler than that

of an ion mirror. The time-lag focusing unit is essentially just a set of parallel metal plates

with coaxial apertures to pass the ions. The plates are separated by insulating supports

and ideally include a fine wire mesh flush with the inner electrode surfaces at the

apertures to minimize spatial fluctuations in the accelerating field. Because of the large

voltage gradients involved, care is taken in the design and machining to radius the edges

of the electrodes, chamfer the edges of holes drilled, avoid exposed threads, provide

proper countersinking to "hide" the sharp edges of slots in screw heads and the like,

carefully clean and inspect to eliminate any metallic whiskers or other cuttings from the

machining process (aside from the removal of oil and other contaminants which could be

harmful to the vacuum system), and generally avoid any sharp edges or points which

might encourage sparkover.

Collisionally induced dissociation (CID) is used in tandem instruments to efficiently

induce fragmentation of the selected precursor species - and do so at a precise location

along the instrument axis (3, 19, 28). A simple gas collision cell might be constructed out

of a 5 - 10 cm length of metal tubing fitted with a side gas inlet port and end caps with

openings just a few mm in diameter to somewhat confine the gas yet provide a reasonable

aperture for the ions. Small diameter Teflon tubing may be used to conduct a target gas
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(such as helium or argon) from a bottle in the lab via a feedthrough on the instrument to

the collision cell. A conventional cell would be installed coaxially with the instrument

axis between the ion gate and the time-lag accelerator and be bonded to a good

instrument ground to avoid the possibility of inadvertently introducing an additional

acceleration of the ions. The proposal suggests instead using the electrode gap itself as

the collision cell. This is somewhat analogous to a technique known as in-source decay

(ISD) (3, 29, 30) where metastable fragmentation occurs in the source - applicable in

single stage instruments employing MALDI with delayed extraction (DE). During the

time delay - after the ablating laser pulse but before application of the extraction voltage -

and on a time scale on the order of 0.1 - 1 us - the precursor species fragment as they are

entrained in the matrix plume. There, the fragments are created before application of the

extraction voltage and are therefore all nominally accelerated to the same kinetic energy.

Calibration is straightforward because the time-of-flight of the fragments has the usual

square root dependence on m/z. While ISD makes it possible to obtain structural

information with a relatively simple single stage instrument, the obvious disadvantage of

ISD is that if there are many precursor species present it would likely be difficult or

impossible to identify which fragments came from a given species. Whence, one of the

motivations for designing a tandem instrument is to avoid this difficulty by selecting a

particular precursor species in MS1. One obvious objection to using the electrode gap as

the collision cell is that the selected precursor ions would dissociate at positions all across

the gap. Lightweight fragments created part way across the gap would arrive at the

detector at the same time as heavier species created farther back (but pushed through a

greater distance in the electric field and thus ultimately accelerated to higher velocities).
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To coin a phrase, this would amount to a sort of "inter-mass space focusing" and the mass

spectrum would be aliased with lightweight fragments masquerading as heavier species.

On the other hand, this deleterious effect could at least be minimized by delaying the

accelerating voltage until the fragments were most of the way across the gap. In this way,

most of the fragmentation would have occurred before application of the accelerating

field - in exact analogy to the DE technique just mentioned for ISD studies in single stage

instruments.

A second possible objection to using the electrode gap as the collision cell is the

chance of spark breakdown. In order to provide an abundant supply of fragments and

yet avoid breaking several bonds on the average precursor ion (fragmenting the fragments

so to speak) a good rule of thumb is that the cell length should be approximately one

mean free path through the target gas. On average the precursor ions collide with atoms

of target gas after traversing a length proportional to 1/n, where n is the number of target

atoms per unit volume. A nice simplification occurs here because the incident ions

are highly supersonic (even a 4000 u precursor ion is traveling Mach 72 at 10 keV) and

the reduction in mean free path due to additional target atoms entering the collision

volume during transit is small (31,32). Whence, the mean free path is given formally by

1= [ir(r+R)2n]-1 (17)

where r is the radius of the target atom (e.g., about 2.2 A for helium) and R is an effective

radius for the precursor species. Sincep a n, a useful parameter characterizing the gas

collision cell is the product of gas pressure and length - pd - wherepd is proportional to

the number of mean free paths across the cell. In practice thepd value is empirically

adjusted for optimum results by varying the gas flow into the cell (the pressure in the cell
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itself is never monitored). In connection with the possibility of sparkover it is

interesting that, according to Paschen's law (33), the voltage at which spark breakdown

occurs across a plane gap is also a function of pd. At very high pd values the mean free

path for electrons is very small and they rarely gain enough kinetic energy between

collisions (while being accelerated by the applied field) to cause ionization on subsequent

collisions - and in this regime the breakdown voltage increases almost linearly withpd.

For very lowpd values the mean free path of electrons is large compared to the gap and

they rarely suffer a collision while crossing d. Therefore, the breakdown voltage increases

sharply as pd approaches zero (interestingly, in this regime sparkover is more likely to

occur across the larger of two possible gaps!). In between these extremes there is a

minimum sparkover voltage. For example, in air the DC sparkover voltage diminishes

from about 10,000 V at pd = 2000 Ton-mm to a minimum of just 327 V at pd = 5.67

Torr-mm, then increases rapidly to several thousand volts again aspd falls below 1

Ton-mm. Using the electrode gap as the collision cell theoretically restricts the range of

acceptable pd values, but with typical values of 0.01 - 0.1 Torr-mm sparkover would be

unlikely. In any case, the concept was not implemented during the course of this

dissertation research.

Focusing

Since no major engineering problems are anticipated, it should be possible to

modify an existing instrument relatively fast. In the remaining period of the

project, research would be concentrated on reducing the effects of the

mass-dependent focusing that is inherent in time-lagged focusing (as it is in
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ion-reflection focusing), on reducing the effects of the neutral molecules that are

transported through linear TOF systems, on increasing the limits of sensitivity, mass

resolution, and mass accuracy in conjunction with matrix-assisted laser

desorption/ionization and orthogonally extracted electrospray ionization, and on

solving problems in structural analysis that require high resolution MS/MS in

conjunction with collisionally induced dissociation.

It was anticipated that an existing single stage instrument could be modified

successfully by the addition of a time-lag accelerator (as MS2) optimized for operation at

the high end of the mass range. This accomplished, the problem would have been to

extend as far as possible the mass range for precision focusing by adjusting the relevant

accelerating voltages and time delays on the instrument. The objective was to achieve

multiplex recording over an approximately two decade mass range.

The mass dependence of time-lag focusing is indeed its biggest disadvantage in single

stage instruments. In MS2, however, the real stumbling block is that the focal length is

much shorter than the flight tube! Yes, the previous sentence is written correctly. The

short focal length causes the ions to arrive at the detector with intra-mass time spreads

many times the corresponding inter-mass differences in flight time. In other words, the

faster ions of a particular species arrive at the detector at the same time as the slower ions

of much lighter species and species even tens of u apart cannot be resolved. For some

time this problem was not appreciated, at least not fully, because from the outset there

was an erroneous assumption that ions of any particular mass - and in particular the

precursor mass - could always be focused onto the detector. By forcing the mathematics

-
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the illusion was complete, and it indeed appeared as if the problem was primarily that of

discovering a design permitting precise focusing over a reasonably wide mass range.

Given that the resolving power requirement is much reduced at the low end of the mass

spectrum, the argument was that the focusing properties should be optimized for the high

end of the mass spectrum and that even a fairly rapidly deteriorating focus toward the low

end could probably be tolerated. As it turned out the mass dependence of time-lag

focusing was a red herring because the focal length would have been at most only a few

cm - far short of the minimum 50 - 100 cm necessary to satisfy the resolving power

requirement of 4000.

Consider figure 4 on the following page, which shows intact precursor ions coasting

toward the time-lag accelerator in MS2 after selection by the ion gate. The ions are

focused precisely at the gate, but steadily diverge from each other due to an intra-mass

spread in kinetic energy, bKE0, which is an artifact of the original laser ablation process.

There, the analyte species acquire a considerable spread in forward velocity as they are

entrained in the supersonic matrix plume (during the time delay before the extraction

voltage is applied). Whence, the analyte ions have an essentially mass independent initial

velocity of some 700 m/s ± 500 m/s (34) - implying an initial intra-mass velocity spread

of approximately 1000 m/s and an initial infra-mass kinetic energy spread of some 30 eV

@ 4000 u (the nominal precursor mass).
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m

Figure 4. Intra-mass spread of intact precursor ions increasing between focus at deflecting
gate (a) and entrance to time-lag accelerator (b). In the complete instrument, the gas
collision cell would be located between gate and accelerator.

Typically, the analyte ions fly for 2 3,us before exiting the source, and with a 1000 m/s

intra-mass spread in velocity the infra-mass spatial spread at the exit of the source would

be roughly 2 - 3 mm (the situation is slightly more complex for a double field source, but

the details have no bearing on the present argument). By symmetry, if the ions are well

focused at the gate, and if the gate is located half way between the source and accelerator,

then the intra-mass spatial spread at the accelerator must be equal to that at the exit of the

source - or roughly 2 - 3 mm; if the gate is instead placed 90% of the way between the

source and accelerator then the intra-mass spatial spread at the accelerator would be 1/9

that at the exit of the source, and so on. The general rule is

Sx = (xl/x2)8xo (18)

where bx is the intra-mass spatial spread at the time-lag accelerator in MS2, xl (X2) is the

source to gate (gate to time-lag accelerator) distance andOxois the infra-mass spread at

the exit of the source. For the purposes of this analysis, the intra-mass spatial spread at

the entrance to the accelerator in MS2 is taken to lie somewhere in the broad range - 0.2 -

3.0 mm. Now, the accelerator field is normally zero, but is switched on just as the ions

enter the electrode gap. Both ions suffer the same acceleration, and therefore continue to

00

(a) (b)

-
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separate at the same rate as they cross the gap. On a percentage basis, however, this

additional spreading is small because the flight time across the gap of the rapidly

accelerating ions is small compared to the flight time from the gate to the accelerator.

Whence, the spatial spread at the exit is taken to be no more than 5% - 10% greater than

that at the entrance, and no distinction is made between the two in the remainder of this

analysis.

Note that this is in marked contrast to the case in MS1, where the intra-mass spatial

spread at the exit of the source may be a decade or more greater than that deep in the

source at the time the extracting field is first applied. This effect may be especially

pronounced in the double field source, introduced by Wiley and McLaren in

1955 (17), because the second field is usually about 3 - 4 times that of the first. Since it is

the initially faster ions that reach the second field first, the intra-mass velocity spread is

increased across the trajectory in the region of the second field - thus significantly

increasing the intra-mass spatial spread at the exit.

On application of the accelerator voltage, V2, both ions are immediately boosted to their

final mechanical energies. The slower ion , however, is at a higher electric potential and

the tables are turned, so to speak, with the slower ion now receiving a boost greater by

gEEx than the faster ion, where q is the charge, E = V2/d is the electric field in the plane

gap and ox is the intra-mass spatial spread. The instant the field is applied the slower ion

has a mechanical energy greater than that of the faster ion by an amount gV26x/d - SKEo.

The idea of the time lag accelerator is that this difference in mechanical energy becomes

manifest as a difference in kinetic energy once the acceleration is completed and both
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ions are in the field free flight tube. There, the initially slower ion - now faster -

eventually catches up with the initially faster ion - thus defining the focal plane of the

accelerator. This is illustrated below in figure 5.

e

Figure 5. Focusing action of time-lag accelerator showing (a) HV power supply/capacitor
(b) delay switch (c) HV electrode (d) ground electrode and (e) detector.

It is possible to almost "write down" the focal length of the time-lag accelerator:

The focal length as measured from the exit of the accelerator to the focal plane (detector)

is given to first order by

f = (ox/8v)v (19)

where 6v is the intra-mass velocity spread after acceleration, the ratio &16v is the time it

takes for the initially slower ion (now faster!) to catch up to the initially faster ion and v is

the nominal velocity of the species. In a real instrument with fragmenting precursor ions,

the intra-mass spreads involve a large number of ions of each species, but to first order

the fragments are co-moving and the intra-mass spread is the same across the mass

spectrum. The next step is to recognize that v/8v =- 2KE/6KE, recall that for fragments

KE = m/moVi + V2, and similarly SKE = V26x/d - (m/mo)MEo.

With energies in units of eV and assuming singly charged ions

d
a
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f=- 2dx[m/moV1 + V2 ][V2axld -
(m/mo)6KEo]-1

(20)

which shows that f is not only mass dependent but also depends on the detailed dynamics

of MS 1 through ox and 6KEo. This immediately raises a red flag regarding the stability

and robustness of the proposed instrument. In passing, it is worth noting that the "6x" in

the denominator is the intra-mass spread at the entrance to the accelerator, while that in

the numerator refers to that at the exit but, as already discussed, it is not necessary to

distinguish between the two for the present analysis. Using V2/V1= 2 to maximize the

resolving power, and with

Vi = 10 kV, V2 = 20 kV, SKEo - 30 eV, d z 1 cm andcx - 0.2 - 3 mm

the denominator is heavily dominated by the first term and

f = 26x[m/moV1 + V2]IV26x/d]-1
since

6KEo/(V26x1d) -l% - 10%

Using this approximate form, the factors of bx cancel and there remains

(21)

f = 2d[m/moV1/V2 + 11

And with V21V1 = 2 this simplifies to

(22)

f 2z d(m/mo + 2) (23)

With a standard gap of d,& 1 cm, the focal length ranges from approximately 3d ;t3 cm

for the precursor species down to only 2d = 2 cm for the lightest fragments. Recalling that

the minimum theoretical length for MS2 is some 0.56 m (based on the resolving power

requirement of 4000 @ 30 kV), it is clear that the ions would focus well short of the

detector, diverge, and arrive at the detector badly out of focus. As a numerical example

consider an instrument with the minimum 0.56 in drift tube. In that case, the precursor

-
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species arrives at the detector with a spatial spread of

[(0.56 m/3 cm) - 1]6x 186x -3.5 - 53 mm

To put this into perspective, a 4000 u precursor ion at 30 kV has a velocity of

3.8 x 10' mm/s - which would result in a corresponding intra-mass temporal spread at the

detector of - 100 - 1500 ns - or some 8000% - 120000% of the theoretical 1.25 ns

(FWHM) minimum peak width. Needless to say, there would be no possibility of

obtaining a useful mass spectrum under these conditions.

The conclusion is that the time-lag accelerator is unuseful in this application.

Finally, the statement of the memorandum to the effect that ion reflection focusing

(i.e., focusing with an electrostatic ion mirror) is inherently mass dependent requires

some explanation. With reference to figure 6 on the following page, the well known first

order focusing condition is given by

4d = L (24)

where d is the depth of penetration into the uniform axial field of the mirror and

L = L1 + L2 is the part of the flight path outside of the mirror (35). Since the average

speed inside the mirror is just 1/2 that in the field free drift tube, the focusing condition

says that the ions must nominally spend the same amount of time traversing L as they do

traversing 2d. Clearly, d = KE/qE, where E is the electric field in the mirror, q is the

charge and KE is the nominal kinetic energy of the incident species. In an ordinary single

stage instrument KE = qVi, where V1 is the source voltage, and therefore the nominal

depth of penetration is the same for all ion species, irrespective of mass or charge. In the
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case of tandem instruments, however, the depth of penetration is mass dependent because

for the co-moving fragments incident on the mirror the kinetic energy is given by

KE' = (m'/mo)KEo, where m' is the fragment mass. This implicit mass dependence is

indeed the classic stumbling block to multiplex recording with the ion mirror: When the

mirror is operated at a high voltage to accurately focus the heaviest species, the lighter

fragments essentially bounce off the front of the mirror and violate the focusing condition

because they spend much less time in the mirror than traversing L. When the mirror

voltage is set low to allow the lighter fragments to penetrate the correct depth, the heavier

species plow way too far into the mirror and violate the focusing condition because they

spend a much greater time inside the mirror than traversing L - in fact, the heavy

fragments may be completely lost if they go all the way through the mirror and fly out the

back into a surface.

The electrostatic ion mirror is an energy compensating device. Its static field cannot

change, or correct, the mechanical energy of the fragments - but it can compensate for

small intra-mass spreads in mechanical energy - taking an ion species initially well

focused on its object plane and refocusing it on its focal plane. This is illustrated below in

Figure 6.
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L2
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Figure 6. Focusing action of electrostatic ion mirror illustrated for a single species. Clear
(dark) square represents molecules of the same species with slightly greater (less) than
nominal mechanical energy. Angles greatly exaggerated for clarity.

With reference to figure 6, the first order focusing condition given by equation (24)

can be understood by the following physical argument: By definition, the times of flight

of the two ions over their respective total trajectories must be equal if they are to

precisely focus on the focal plane. Over the fixed distance L = L I + L2 the clear square

spends a time less than that of the dark square by a fractional amount proportional the

fractional difference in speed between the two ions. On the other hand, since the depth of

penetration into the mirror is proportional to the incident kinetic energy and kinetic

energy is proportional to speed squared, (i) the fractional difference in the depth of

penetration is twice the fractional difference in speed over L. Furthermore, (ii) the

average speed inside the mirror is 1/2 that over L. As a consequence of (i) and (ii) the

fractional difference in flight time inside the mirror is -4 times the fractional difference

in flight time over L, and therefore the two effects just compensate for each other when

4 L. As might be expected, a good rule of thumb is that the electrostatic ion mirror

can compensate for intra-mass spreads in mechanical energy of up to about 10% FWHM

1

d

d =
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(or equivalently, to spreads in incident velocity of up to approximately 5%), and this is

born out experimentally (3,19,35-36).

In a conventional tandem instrument the incident co-moving fragment species come to

a precise focus on the object plane of the mirror and nominally have the same flight times

over L. While not co-moving inside the mirror, since the average speed inside the mirror

is just 1/2 that over L, the various fragment species still have the same average speed

inside the mirror. On the other hand, the depth of penetration into the mirror is just

proportional to mass. Therefore, for a species 5% lighter (heavier) than that for which the

mirror is optimized, carrying a 10% intra-mass spread in mechanical energy, it would be

as though the mirror was trying to compensate for an intra-mass spread in mechanical

energy of -10% to +0% (0% to +10%) relative to the nominal mechanical energy at the

mass for which it had been optimized. Therefore, the rule of thumb for focusing is just

violated outside of a ±5% = 10% (FWHM) mass range about the mass for which the

mirror is optimized. Theoretically, to satisfy the focusing condition 4d = L the ion mirror

in a conventional tandem instrument would have to be stepped in voltage approximately

24 times per decade of mass range (i.e., 10 = 1.11). Other things being equal, the

resulting reduction in duty cycle relative to an instrument capable of multiplex recording

is staggering: to focus well across a one decade mass range the relative duty cycle is

4.2%; for two decades, 2.1%; and so on.

In an attempt to address this problem and regain the advantage of multiplex recording,

the curved field reflectron was developed in the early 1990's by T. Cornish and R. Cotter

at the Johns Hopkins University Middle Atlantic Mass Spectrometry Laboratory. The

curved field reflectron is a highly specialized electrostatic ion mirror that has an axial
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gradient in the axial component of its electric field. In effect, this type of mirror gets

progressively "stiffer" with depth and the initially co-moving fragments are both mass

dispersed and focused onto the detector using a single voltage setting (3,19,37-38).

Nevertheless, to maintain the correct gradient in its axial field the curved field reflectron

reported in reference (38) required no less than 85 precisely tuned potentiometers to

connect its 86 ring elements. Further, since v E = 0, the axial gradient in its axial field

component guarantees the presence of transverse field components. Therefore, despite

successfully demonstrating multiplex recording, the curved field reflectron pays a

significant price in both stability and throughput (34).

Conclusion

It is very likely that this project would produce an instrument that can

significantly aid research in molecular biology. The project's conceptual basis is

sound. An excellent working relationship already exists between the Division of Ion

Physics at Uppsala University and Dr. Barofsky. The former has the expertise and

facilities necessary to successfully carry out the instrumentation research; the latter

has the expertise and facilities at Oregon State University to support the application

research.
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Mathematical Solution

Consider again the formula for the mass dependent focal length of the time-lag

accelerator

f- 28x[mlmoV1 +V2][V28xld-m/mo6KEo]-' (25)

where as before 8x is the intra-mass spread of the fragments at the accelerator, m is the

fragment mass, mo is the precursor mass, VI is the source voltage (combined if it is a split

stage unit), V2 is the operating voltage of the time-lag accelerator, d is the electrode gap

and 6KE0 is the incident intra-mass spread in kinetic energy at the precursor mass.

Observe that in the limit V2/Vl -+ oo the mass dependence of the focal length is removed

and

f -+ 2d

Similarly, the kinetic energy after acceleration is given in units of eV by the mass

dependent expression

KE = m/moVi + V2

but in the limit V2/Vi -+ o0

(26)

(27)

KE -+ V2 (28)

And likewise the mass dependent intra-mass spread in kinetic energy

6KE = V20xld - m/mo8KE0 (29)

reduces in the limit to

OKE - V20xld (30)
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The time-lag accelerator now acts like an ideal energy correcting device. With an infinite

mass independent boost it not only removes the mass dependence of the focal length but

on a percentage basis effectively eliminates the inter-mass differences in both mechanical

energy and intra-mass spreads in mechanical energy. If in addition the condition

6x1d < 0.lis satisfied the intra-mass spreads in mechanical energy will be less than

10% of the nominal mechanical energy and the planef = 2d can be used as the object

plane for an electrostatic ion mirror. The condition 6x/d< 0.1 is essentially a mass

independent geometric condition because, by symmetry,

6X =_ (x2/xi)Sxo (31)

where xl (X2) is the source to gate (gate to time-lag accelerator) distance and &0 is the

intra-mass spread of the precursor species at the exit of the source. Therefore, in the limit

V2/V, -+ co, the performance of MS2 is completely decoupled from the complicated

dynamics of MS1.

Up to this point the analysis has assumed a perfect focus at the ion gate. As an artifice

to account for an imperfect focus at the gate, a small, essentially mass independent spatial

distribution with spread bxs will now be introduced. Convolving this with the spatial

distribution due to the infra-mass kinetic energy spread results in a total intra-mass spatial

spread at the accelerator 8x + 0xs. The terminology may be a bit confusing, but the

plane where the time-lag feature of the accelerator focuses the ions (i.e., whereOx - 0) is

called the energy focal plane; this is the focal plane given by equation (27). Similarly,

the plane where bxs -+ 0 is called the space focal plane. In general, the space and energy

focal planes do not coincide. In the limit, however, f, - f = 2d. To see that this is true

consider the following argument: Imagine two ions incident on the accelerator with the
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same mass and kinetic energy but with a small variation, c5xs, in axial position. The ions

coast into the gap between the accelerator plates just as the accelerator voltage is turned

on. The trailing ion ultimately gets "pushed" through a greater distance in the electric

field than the leading ion and therefore acquires a greater kinetic energy given by

EKES = V26sld (32)

As the ions emerge from the accelerator the trailing ion has a greater velocity and

eventually catches up with the initially leading ion. In close analogy with the previous

formalism for time-lag focusing, a first order equation for the space focal length can just

be written down

fs = (2KEl8KEs)ds

Inserting equation (32) for bKEs, recalling that KE = (m/mo)V l + V2, and simplifying

leads to the mass dependent first order expression

fs = 2d[(m/mo)V1/V2 + 11

which in the limit V2/V1 0o reduces, as promised, to

fs-f=2d

(33)

(34)

(35)

The fact that the space and energy focal planes exactly coincide suggests that the focus at

f = 2d will be more precise than that at the gate in MS 1.Of course, phase space

considerations suggest that a "price" must be paid for such a precise focus. The price is a

tremendous increase in velocity spread at fs -+f 2d, but this is compensated at the

detector by the electrostatic ion mirror.

Since the condition on flight time for space focusing is (at/as)KE = 0, while

for time-lag focusing (at/as)KE * 0, there is a fundamental tradeoff between the two

types of focusing and, in general, the two focal planes do not coincide. One way of

=
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reconciling the apparently paradoxical behavior thus suggested by equation (35) is to

recognize that the increase in energy scale is so vast in passing from MS 1 to MS2 that, to

an excellent approximation, the accelerator "sees" the total spatial spread ox+Oxs as

frozen-in relative to the ensemble. The accelerator then essentially space focuses the ions

according to equation (34), which in the limit reduces to f, -f = 2d.

Although the above solution for MS2 stands on its own, since the object of this project

was to design a practical tandem instrument, is operation with V2/V1 >_ 10 in fact

consistent with the requirements of MS1? Theoretically, this question may be answered

in the affirmative, and without reference to any particular ion gate, by the following

argument based on classical scaling: If the smallest mass difference resolvable by the gate

is tam @ m then formally

Am = J(m, xi , x2, D, Eg, VI) (36)

where D is the diameter of the limiting aperture (assumed here to be the entrance aperture

to the time-lag accelerator in MS2), Eg is the electric field of the gate, V1 is the total

potential difference across the source and the other symbols are already defined. Since

physics cannot depend on the choice of units, the physical content of the preceding

dimensional equation must be expressible in terms of a dimensionless equation of

dimensionless variables. Artfully constructing 3 independent dimensionless variables

yields the following equation for the resolving power of the ion gate

mJAm = f (x2/D;x 1 EgIV 1) (37)

where the two dependent variables isolate, respectively, the physics of the "front end" and

"back end" of MS 1. Evidently, (x2/D)-1 is just the angle subtended at the gate by the

limiting aperture, D, but x1Eg/Vldoes not seem to have any obvious physical
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interpretation. Now imagine two geometrically similar gates with the same resolving

power. This leads immediately to the scaling law

EgIVI = constant (38)

which says that the increase in mass resolving power is the same irrespective of whether

the deflecting field is increased or the source voltage is decreased. In light of this scaling

law, the limit V2/VI - oo may be elegantly approached by adjusting V2 to the maximum

available switching voltage and reducing VI as far as possible while still maintaining a

precise focus at the ion gate and an adequate throughput in MS1. Machines designed to

run downhill run best - and this is a machine designed to run downhill, because by

approaching V2/VI -> oo with VI 0 the theoretical resolving power of MS 1 increases

while the switching requirement for the source decreases. Alternatively, the switching

requirements for both the source and gate may be reduced in the same proportion to

maintain a constant resolving power as V2/VI - oo.

Figure 7 below is the schematic for a complete tandem instrument with the same basic

configuration as the prototype instrument constructed at Oregon State University, now

awaiting initial trials.
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Figure 7. Diagram of complete tandem instrument.

static accelerating field Ea
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With reference to the prototype instrument, an estimate will now be made for the

maximum analyte mass for which multiplex recording is possible:

x2

I
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Standard operating procedure is to begin by adjusting the ratio E,'/E, to locate the space

focal plane of the source at the ion gate. For small time delays in application of the

extracting field, the space focal distance of the double field MALDI source (17) is given

approximately by:

x1=2dek2[1-k+J-
k deJ

where k = 1 +EEe
de de and the other symbols are defined by the figure. Although the

(39)

analyte ions are created on or very near the plane surface of the source backing plate

there is still a small effective initial space distribution, and this must be corrected in order

to obtain a sufficiently precise focus at the ion gate. For the prototype instrument:

xi = 372 mm, de = 3.35 mm and d,, = 21.0 mm

Using these values equation (39) may be inverted to solve for the correct field ratio. The

result is Ea/Ee = 2.73. Now, the maximum value of V2 is limited by the voltage rating of

the high voltage switch controlling the time-lag accelerator in MS2 - approximately 15

kV. Whence, the condition V2/VI z 10 for multiplex recording leads to the constraint

Vi <_ 1.5 kV, or Eede + Eada = Ee(de + 2.73da) = Ee (60.7 mm) < 1.5 kV.

Therefore, the extraction field itself is subject to the constraint

Ee < 24.7 V/mm (40)

At the same time, to energy focus the analyte ions onto the gate the extraction field must

be strong enough to correct for the initial mass independent velocity distribution

700 m/s ±500 m/s), where the condition for energy focusing is

gEebxz z bKE0 (41)
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where q is the charge of the analyte ion, dx1 is the spatial spread of the ions due to the

initial velocity distribution (evaluated at time r), andOKEo is the corresponding initial

kinetic energy spread of the analyte species. The timer is the time delay, or "time lag"

between the laser pulse and application of the extracting field, Ee. If the correcting field is

applied by the time ions at the mean of the velocity distribution reach 5% of def i.e.,

when r = (0.05.3.35 mm)/700 m/s = 239 ns, the spatial width of the distribution will be

bxt = 1000 m/s 239 ns = 0.239 mm and the maximum potential that can be applied

across the distribution will be Ee 0.239 mm = 24.7 V/mm 0.239 mm = 5.90 V.

Recall that at 4000 u the initial kinetic energy spread is approximately 30 eV and note

that the equality sign in equation (41) implies focusing at infinity. This suggests that for

energy focusing the mass of singly charged precursor ions would have to be less than

than approximately (5.90 / 30.0)4000 u = 787 u; and to bring the energy focal plane in

from infinity and provide a stable solution, considerably less than this value. While this

admittedly rough estimate for the maximum analyte mass is then essentially an order of

magnitude below the original design objective of 4000 u, it must be remembered that in

any case the space and energy focal planes cannot be forced to exactly coincide, and what

is actually being described here is the beginning of an iterative, empirical process to

obtain the best overall compromise between space and energy focusing at the gate.

Is there any experimental evidence to support this numerical estimate? Although the

prototype instrument has not yet been tested, the 1 February 2000 issue of Analytical

Chemistry (39) contains a report on a similarly configured instrument operated with a

voltage ratio in the neighborhood of V2/Vi - 2.5 - 5 - somewhat shy of the now familiar

condition for multiplex recording, V2/Vi _> 10. Therefore, while complete fragment
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spectra at precursor masses of 715, 743, 1034 and 1360 u were in fact obtained without

scanning, the mirror had to be stepped 3 times in voltage to provide what were termed

'optimized focusing conditions' - i.e., complete high resolution spectra had to be `stitched

together' from 3 partial high resolution spectra optimized separately for low, medium

and high mass fragments. Nevertheless, considering that a conventional tandem

instrument would have required a few tens of voltage steps to do the same job, this was

indeed a substantial achievement and the results represent a good proof of principle

experiment validating the theory and basic design concepts advanced in this written

dissertation (34).
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Executive Summary for United States Patent Application
No. 09/405,208: Tandem Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometer

The object of the invention is to provide a practical tandem (MS/MS) time-of-flight

mass spectrometer for post source decay studies. The design features precision selection

of the precursor species in MS1, a gas collision cell to induce fragmentation of the

precursor species, and multiplex recording of the fragment spectrum in MS2.

Selection of the precursor species is performed in MS 1 using an ion gate with a time

dependent transverse electric field. Unlike conventional gates operated in the so-called

static mode, requiring the deflecting field to vanish during the interval for ion

transmission, here the vector nature of the electric field is exploited and the requirement

is instead that the average field vanishes. As the desired precursor species approaches the

gate entrance the electric field switches off, and as it approaches the exit the field

switches back on - but with the opposite polarity. As a result of this dynamic gating

process the selected species suffers two equal but opposite transverse impulses (which

add up to zero) and is not deflected. Since only the selected precursor species is precisely

in phase with the electric field all other species receive a net impulse and are deflected

away from the instrument axis. Hence, the resolving power approaches that of an ideal

conventional gate - i.e., a gate operated in the static mode but with instantaneous

switching an no fringe fields.
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Conventional approaches to MS2 use an ion reflector to both mass disperse and focus

the initially co-moving fragments onto the detector. Although the reflector does an

excellent job ofmass dispersing the fragments it only focuses well over a narrow range in

mechanical energy and must be stepped many times in voltage to obtain a complete mass

spectrum - thus sacrificing the advantage of multiplex recording. This problem is solved

by using a time-lag accelerator in MS2 to match the ion optical properties of the

fragments to the requirements of the ion reflector. Whence, the time-lag accelerator

provides a large, mass independent, synchronized boost which (i) dramatically reduces

the percent range in mechanical energy of the fragments and (ii) focuses the fragments

precisely onto the object plane of the reflector. By this artifice the object plane of the

reflector becomes a high quality virtual ion source and the advantage of multiplex

recording is regained. The singular fact that makes this scheme practical is that the

resolving power of the ion gate scales with the ratio of the deflecting field to the source

voltage. On a percentage basis it is therefore possible to provide an enormous boost in

MS2 by operating the source at a relatively low voltage. For example, operating the

source at 1 kV and the time-lag accelerator in MS2 at 20 kV would yield a 20:1 voltage

ratio and limit the range in mechanical energy to 5% across an arbitrary fragment

spectrum (i.e., the mechanical energy would range from 20 keV @ 0 u to 21 keV for any

undissociated precursor ions).

Another advantage of this approach is that since the time-lag accelerator in MS2

focuses the fragments onto the object plane of the reflector the source is free to focus the

precursor ions precisely onto the gate - thus optimizing the mass selectivity of MS 1.
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Finally, please find the attached notes from my written dissertation. These contain the

mathematical edifice upon which the design of MS2 was based. Notes taken from

previous chapter.
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Conclusion

From the preceding analysis the immediate experimental problem is to demonstrate

tandem operation with V2/Vl > 10, and multiplex recording. The 1000 m/s mass

independent initial velocity spread associated with MALDI appears to be the primary, and

probably only, stumbling block to achieving multiplex recording at high mass numbers.

Since the minimum allowed value of Vl is proportional to analyte mass, satisfying the

condition V2/Vl >_ 10 at higher and higher mass numbers eventually leads to unreasonable

voltage requirements. Although the solution for multiplex recording proposed in this

written dissertation is quite general and is not specific to any particular extraction

method, machines designed to run downhill run best, and an extraction method which

permits low voltage operation of the source at the desired analyte mass makes the entire

instrument run downhill: by definition, the focusing problem in MS 1 reduces to one of

almost pure space focusing, which is independent of V1; the resolving power of the gate

scales up; and the condition for multiplex recording, V2/Vl >_ 10, can be satisfied for

much higher mass numbers. Therefore, the immediate theoretical problem is to apply the

proposed design concept for MS2 to instruments employing orthogonal extraction, for

which the initial velocity spread is small compared to that of MALDI (3,19,40-41).
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TANDEM TIME-OF-FLIGHT MASS SPECTROMETER

FIELD

The invention concerns mass spectrometers, and more specifically tandem time-

of-flight mass spectrometers.

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

The present application claims priority from copending United States provisional

application No. 60/101,852, which was filed on September 25, 1998. Provisional

application No. 60/101,852 is incorporated herein by reference.

BACKGROUND

Mass spectrometry comprises a broad range of instruments and methodologies

that are used to elucidate the structural and chemical properties of molecules, to

identify the compounds present in physical and biological matter, and to quantify the

chemical substances found in samples of such matter. Mass spectrometers can detect

minute quantities of pure substances (regularly, as little as 10-12 g) and, as a

consequence, can identify compounds at very low concentrations (one part in 10"12 g)

in chemically complex mixtures. Mass spectrometry is a powerful analytical science

that is a necessary adjunct to research in every division of natural and biological

science and provides valuable information to a wide range of technologically based

professions, such as medicine, law enforcement, process control engineering, chemical

manufacturing, pharmacy, biotechnology, food processing and testing, and

environmental engineering. In these applications, mass spectrometry is used to

identify structures of biomolecules, such as carbohydrates, nucleic acids and steroids;

sequence biopolymers, such as proteins and oligosaccharides; determine how drugs are

used by the body; perform forensic analyses, such as confirmation and quantiation of

drugs of abuse; analyze environmental pollutants; determine the age and origins of

geochemical and archaeological specimens; identify and quantitate components of

complex organic mixtures; and perform ultrasensitive, multi-element analyses of

inorganic materials, such as metal alloys and semiconductors.
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Mass spectrometers measure the masses of individual molecules that have been

converted to gas-phase ions, i.e., to electrically charged molecules in a gaseous state.

The principal parts of a typical mass spectrometer are the ion source, mass analyzer,

detector, and data handling system. Solid, liquid, or vapor samples are introduced into

the ion source where ionization and volatilization occur. The form of the sample and

the size and structure of the molecules determine which physical and chemical

processes must be used in the ion source to convert the sample into gas-phase ions. To

effect ionization, it is necessary to transfer some form of energy to the sample

molecules. In most instances, this causes some of the nascent molecular ions to

disintegrate (either somewhere in the ion source or just after they exit the ion source)

into a variety of fragment ions. Both surviving molecular ions and fragment ions

formed in the ion source are passed on to the mass analyzer, which uses

electromagnetic forces to sort them according to their mass-to-charge ratios (mlz), or a

related mechanical property, such as velocity, momentum, or energy. After they are

separated by the analyzer, the ions are successively directed to the detector. The

detector generates electrical signals, the magnitudes of which are proportional to the

number of ions striking the detector per unit time. The data system records these

electrical signals and displays them on a monitor or prints them out in the form of a

mass spectrum, i.e., a graph of signal intensity versus m/z. In principle, the pattern of

molecular-ion and fragment-ion signals that appear in the mass spectrum of a pure

compound constitutes a unique chemical fingerprint from which the compound's

molecular mass and, sometimes, its structure can be deduced.

Tandem Mass Spectrometers

The utility of a mass spectrometric analysis can be significantly enhanced by

performing two (or more) stages of mass analysis in tandem. A two-stage instrument

is referred to herein as an MSIMS instrument. An MS/MS instrument performs two

(or more) independent mass analyses in sequence. In the most frequently used mode

of MS/MS, ions of a particular m/z value are selected in the first stage of mass analysis

(MS') from among all the ions of various masses formed in the source. The selected
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ions (referred to as precursor ions) are energized, usually by collision with a neutral

gas molecule, to induce dissociation. The product ions of these dissociations are sorted

into a product-ion mass spectrum in the second stage of mass analysis (MS2). If the

sample is a pure compound and fragment-forming ionization has been used, individual

fragment ions originating in the ion source can be selected as precursor ions; their

product-ion spectra (which may be thought of as mass spectra within a mass spectrum)

provide much additional structural information about the compound. If the sample is a

mixture and nonfragment-forming ionization is used to produce predominantly

molecular ions, the second stage of mass analysis can provide an identifying mass

spectrum for each component in the mixture.

Independent operation of each stage of mass analysis makes possible other

MS/MS operations based on changes in mass, charge, or reactivity and on the ability

of the mass spectrometer to define those changes. MS/MS also can be used to

substantially improve signal-to-background ratios and, therefore, sensitivity by

eliminating interferences in certain types of operations when the ion signal at the m/z

of interest is produced by more than one compound. Increasingly, MS/MS is being

used to probe more precisely into problems of ion structure as well as to increase

resolution in analyses of complex mixtures.

Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometers

At present, the most widely used mass analyzers are magnetic sectors,

quadrupole mass filters, quadrupole ion traps, Fourier-transform ion-cyclotron

resonance cells, and time-of-flight (TOF) tubes. TOF mass analyzers are

fundamentally the simplest and the least expensive to manufacture. They separate ions

by virtue of their different flight times over a known distance. To create these

different times, an ensemble of ions of like charge are accelerated to essentially equal

kinetic energies and, in a brief burst, released from the ion source into the flight tube.

Since an ion's kinetic energy is equal to Dmv2 (where m is its mass and v its velocity)

and all ions of like charge have substantially the same energy, light ions will have

greater velocities and, consequently, shorter flight times to the detector than heavy
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ions. The m/z values of each set of ions contained in a given burst out of the ion

source can be determined by measuring their successive transit times from the ion

source through the flight tube to the detector (typically several tens of microseconds).

A TOF mass spectrometer is unique in that its m/z-range is theoretically

unlimited, and its mass spectra are not produced by scanning. Moreover, it is a

relatively simple, inexpensive instrument to manufacture and operate. These three

features account in large part for the major role TOF instruments have played in the

rapidly expanding usage of mass spectrometry in molecular-biological research and

biotechnology.

With the other four commonly used mass analyzers, the settings of one or more

parameters determines the m/z of the ions that are allowed to pass to the detector. In

order for ions with a different m/z to be detected, these settings must be increased or

decreased. Ultimately, some fundamental or practical characteristic of the mass

analyzer limits the extent to which its m/z-determining parameters can be changed to

accommodate analysis of increasingly larger ions. In a TOF mass analyzer,

increasingly larger ions simply take increasingly longer times to reach the detector, and

there is no limit to the length of time that can be measured. Thus, TOF mass analyzers

are especially useful for the analysis of large biological molecules.

Scanning denotes a continuous increasing or decreasing of a mass analyzer's

m&-determining parameters over a predetermined range so that ions over a

corresponding range of m/z-values can be detected in succession. The analytical

efficiency of a mass spectrometric analysis is greatly reduced by scanning because,

while the ions of one particular m/z are being detected, the ions of all other m/z-values

released from the ion source are being irretrievably lost in the instrument. With TOF

mass analyzers, by contrast, all of the ions released in an ion-burst from the source are

detected and recorded without changing any instrumental parameters. Consequently,

TOF mass spectrometers are particularly sensitive instruments.

TOF mass spectrometers may be constructed using relatively simple

components, such as accelerators, ion reflectors, and ion detectors. Moreover, TOF

mass spectrometers are relatively simple to operate because they are stable in operation
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and the components require minimal tuning. Because of their relatively simple

construction and operation, TOF mass spectrometers are relatively inexpensive to

construct and operate.

Referring to FIG. 1, a typical time-of-flight mass spectrometer includes an ion

source, a drift region, and a detector. Ion sources have two components: an ionization

chamber and an ion extractor/accelerator. A sample is received in the ionization

chamber, volatilized if necessary, and ionized (usually by some energetic process). An

ionization process that is particularly suited for large biological molecules is matrix-

assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI). MALDI requires that the sample be

dispersed within a matrix of solid, crystalline material. A laser is focused on the

sample to volatilize and ionize the sample. The process also may cause a portion of

the resulting ions to dissociate into smaller fragment ions. Those of ordinary skill in

the art are familiar with the construction and operation of MALDI sources.

Focusing Ions

In general, ions formed in a TOF ion source have different times of formation,

initial positions and velocities. Without some form of correction, these variations in

the ions' initial mechanical properties diminish the resolution of the mass-dependant

bands that are later detected. The uncertainties associated with these variations can be

corrected one at a time, but it is very difficult with a single device to correct for two or

more of them simultaneously. Wiley and McLaren developed a two-stage ion source

that, with certain restrictions, can force ions having the same mass-to-charge but

different initial positions or velocities to arrive nearly simultaneously at a particular

plane some distance downstream of the ion source. [Wiley, W.C.; McLaren, I.H.;

Review of Scientific Instruments, Vol. 26:12, pp. 1150-1157 (1955), which is

incorporated herein by reference]. The position of this plane, which is referred to as

the space focal plane, is uniquely defined by the ion source's geometry, and the

voltage applied to the ion source's electrodes. [Potter, R. J.; "Time-of-Flight Mass

Spectrometry," American Chemical Society, Washington, D.C., (1997), which is

incorporated herein by reference.] In a Wiley/McLaren two-stage source, the
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ionization chamber (or ionization region) is separated from the accelerating region by

a plane grid. The electric field in the ionization region (or first stage) is made smaller

than in the accelerating region electric field by adjusting the voltages applied to the

sources backing plate and to the grid separating the two regions. Ions move from the

ionization region, into the acceleration region, and out of the source under the

influence of these electric fields. Ions can be generated in the ionization chamber or

injected into it. After a short time delay the electric field in the ionization region is

switched on. This electric field moves the ions out of the first stage into the second

stage where they are accelerated to greater velocities.

By means of time-lag focusing, the two-stage ion source is able to correct for

variation in the initial velocities of the ions providing they are formed in, or nearly in,

a plane that is parallel to the backing plate and the dividing grid. During the lag period

r, the ions spread out in the ionization chamber in accordance with their velocities at

the time of their formation. Those ions that are closer to the backing plate when the

electric field is switched on (lagging ions) are accelerated over a longer distance before

entering the second stage than ions farther from the backing plate (leading ions).

Thus, the lagging ions receive more kinetic energy from the first electric field than the

leading ions. Consequently, the lagging ions eventually catch up with leading ions of

the same mlz. At the plane where the lagging ions catch the leading ions of the same

m/z, the ions are said to be energy-focused.

The time lag energy focal plane of an ion source coincides with that ion source's space

focal plane. The distance from the exit of the accelerating region to the plane where

space focusing occurs is referred to as the space-focal length f. Under a fixed set of

conditions, f is mass dependent so ions of different masses will have different focal

lengths. In a given mass spectrometer, the distance from the exit of the accelerating

region to any ion-optical component downstream of the ion source, e.g., velocity

selector, post velocity selection accelerator, ion reflector, or ion detector, is fixed by

the instrument s geometry. The focal length for ions of any particular mass can

always be made equal to any of these fixed distances by adjusting the ratio E,1Ee of the

electric fields in the accelerating region (EQ) and the extraction region (Ee) and, in the
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case of time-lag-focusing, the delay or lag time r. Because the dimensions of these

regions are fixed for a given ion source, EQ/EQ is varied by changing the voltages

applied to the repeller plate and the extractor/accelerator grid that separates the two

regions.

Tandem Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometers

TOF mass spectrometry's steadily growing range of application in biomolecular

analysis has prompted several attempts to develop tandem TOF instruments. Two

approaches have been taken: 1) coupling two independently usable mass spectrometers

together; and 2) using velocity selection as the basis for the first stage of mass

spectrometry in the tandem sequence of operations. The first is classical and general

to all forms of mass spectrometry. The second is recent and specific to time-of-flight

mass spectrometers. The classical approach to constructing a tandem TOF mass

spectrometer has so far produced three instrument forms: 1) a high-resolution TOF

mass analyzer coupled to a high resolution TOF mass analyzer (TOF/TOF); 2) a

double-focusing sector mass analyzer coupled to a high resolution TOF mass analyzer

(Sector/TOF); and 3) a quadrupole mass filter coupled to a high- resolution TOF mass

analyzer (Q/TOF). These instruments produce mass spectra that exhibit unit mass-

resolution (Q/TOF) or better (TOF/TOF and Sector/TOF) in the first stage of mass

analysis (MS'). In the cases of TOF/TOF and Sector/TOF, the gain in MS'-resolution

is offset by low sensitivity because, in instances where PSD is the predominant

fragmentation process, very few precursors reach the collision cell and the second

stage of mass analysis (MS2) or, in instances where the collision cell must be used to

induce fragmentation, the collisional dissociation process interferes with the timing

and transmissions of the MS2-TOF. Either way, the performance and, hence, utility of

these tandem instruments are degraded.

Q/TOF instruments are manufactured by two companies: Micromass Ltd.,

Floats Road, Wythenshawe, Manchester M23 9LZ, UK; and PE SEIEX, Concord,

Ontario, L4K 4V8, Canada. Unfortunately, the gain in the Q/TOFOs MS'-

performance is offset by the fact that only low energy ions (10-40eV) can be analyzed
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by MS'. This restriction excludes ions produced by MALDI, which is one of the most

versatile and widely used ionization methods.

The velocity selection approach to configuring a tandem TOF mass

spectrometer takes advantage of the fact that product-ions resulting from metastable or

induced decompositions in a time-of-flight tube retain to the first order the velocity of

their precursors (parent ions). This approach is appealing because it offers a means to

preserve much of the single TOF mass analyzer's sensitivity and simplicity. The

reality to date, however, is that tandem TOF configurations based strictly on velocity

selection in MS' do not achieve analytically useful resolution in MS', MS2, or both.

To the extent theyhave succeeded, such instruments have sacrificed one or more of

the TOF mass analyzer s three advantageous features: theoretically unlimited mass

range, recording without scanning, and simple and inexpensive construction and

operation.

The post-source decay (PSD) method introduced by Kaufmann et al.

[Kaufmann, R.; Spengler, B.; LUtzenkirchen, F. Rapid Communications in Mass

Spectrometry, 7:902-10 (1993); Kaufmann, R., Kirsch, D., Spengler, B., International

Journal of Mass, Spectrometry and Ion Processes, Vol. 131:355-85 (1994)], presently

is the most widely used form of tandem TOF mass spectrometry based on velocity

selection. In addition to being hampered by the general technological failings of

current velocity selection configurations, PSD suffers the additional drawback of being

inextricably coupled to the MALDI ionization technique. More generally, PSD relies

exclusively on the statistically governed processes of metastable decomposition and

random gas-phase collisions during flight to produce fragment ions for analysis in

MS2. Each of these phenomena tend to be promoted in several compounds under

MALDI conditions; hence, the almost inseparable association between PSD and

MALDI. When metastable and gas-phase decompositions are not promoted by

MALDI (as is often the case with important compounds), PSD provides no recourse to

any other means for producing fragment ions.

Tandem time-of-flight mass spectrometers that use velocity selection as the

basis for MS' employ ion deflectors as gates for selecting a band of ions having a
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desired m/z. The classical geometry for such a gate uses a pair of parallel plates to

define a uniform electric field perpendicular to the flight path of the ions. When the

electric field is on, it deflects ions that enter the gate so that they do not reach the

detector. When the ions to be selected reach the gate, the electric field is switched off

to allow those ions to pass through. As soon as the desired ions have passed through

the gate, the electric field is switched back on so that ions subsequently entering the

gate also are deflected. Parallel plate velocity selectors have relatively large

capacitances (5-10 pf); therefore, they are difficult to switch on and off in less than 30-

50 ms; shorter switching times are necessary to produce high enough resolving powers

(m/dm, where m is the mass of the select ions and Am is the range of masses selected)

to be effective in tandem TOF mass spectrometers.

A more effective gate geometry than parallel plates is an arrangement of

parallel wires. Wires have less capacitance than plates ( pf) and can be switched in

5-10 nanoseconds; however, they impart less deflection impulse to passing ions.

Some have achieved slightly better resolutions using dual deflector velocity

selectors. With such velocity selectors, the first deflector is initially on so as to deflect

ions passing through it, and the second deflector located downstream of the first is

initially off. When the desired ions approach, the first deflector is switched off to

allow them to pass through without being deflected. As soon as the selected ions pass

through the second deflector, again without being deflected, the second deflector is

switched on. Although it is possible to make the time between when the first deflector

is switched off and the second deflector is switched on smaller than the time it takes to

turn a single deflector off and then back on again, dual deflectors operated in this

manner have not been able to provide high enough resolving powers to operate very

effectively as velocity selectors in tandem TOF mass spectrometers.

If one can ignore the tiny amount of energy released when a molecular ion

decays in the flight tube of a TOF instrument, conservation of energy and momentum

require that the fragments of the decay (both charged and neutral) continue flight with

exactly the same velocity their parent had. Therefore, when particles are selected in

the flight tube on the basis of velocity, the selected group can contain nondissociated
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precursors, fragments of dissociated precursors, or both. If the group does contain

nondissociated precursors and some or all of these do dissociate in the length of flight

tube remaining between MS1 and MS2, the fragments of those decays would simply

continue to fly along with the selected group. Hence, the velocity-selected group of

particles enters MS2 of a tandem TOF instrument as a spatially and temporally

confined band. At this stage, the kinetic energies of the fragments are proportional to

their masses, and the maximum kinetic energy for any fragment equals that of the

nondissociated precursor ions, gVion source (where q is the charge carried by a precursor

ion). For example, the kinetic energies of the fragments of a 20 keV, 3000 Da

precursor ion would essentially cover the range 0-20 keV (1Da =1/12 of the mass of a

single atom of 12C).

In order to separate particles with identical velocities but different energies, the

particles must be accelerated. In current tandem TOF instruments, ion reflection is

used to accomplish this task. The selected group (fragments and ions that have not

fragmented) are directed into an ion reflector (ion mirror or reflectron), which is the

main component of MS2. A typical linear-field reflectron creates a highly uniform

axial electric field that accelerates the ions in a direction exactly opposed to the

direction of their entry. Thus, ions entering the reflectron at a particular angle of

incidence 0 are gradually slowed to a stop and then gradually speeded up in the

direction from which they came so that they exit the mirror at a reflected angle exactly

equal to gyp. Providing qp is not too large (<2 or 3 0), a typical linear-field reflectron is

able to focus ions at a space focal plane, located some distance from the exit of the

reflectron where a detector is normally mounted. The reflectron will only focus ions

of the same mass at its space focal plane if those ions were spaced-focused at its object

plane prior to entering it. The neutral fragments in the selected group are not acted

upon by electric fields and, therefore, pass straight though the reflectron; the neutrals

can be recorded by a detector placed beyond the rear of the reflectron.

Ions entering the reflectron with more kinetic energy will penetrate deeper into

the reflectron than ions entering the reflectron with less kinetic energy. Because

fragment ions always have less energy than their parent ions, fragment ions exit the
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reflectron more quickly and reach the detector sooner than their precursors. Not all of

these fragment ions will be space-focused at the plane of the detector. Only those ions

that require 85-95% of the length of the ion mirror to be reflected will be space-

focused when they arrive at the detector. Ions with less energy (lighter ions) will

penetrate less deeply into the reflectron and will not be space-focused at the detector.

Thus, dispersion by ion reflection can only produce a complete mass spectrum of the

fragment ions, similar to one that would be produced by a tandem mass spectrometer,

when the voltage of the reflectron is stepped. A partial spectrum is produced with

each step, and the partial spectra are assembled in order to produce the complete

spectrum. For example, a spectrum covering the mass-range of the product ions of the

20 keV, 3000 Da precursor ion described above can be acquired on existing

instruments equipped with a single stage, linear-field reflectron by stepping the

reflectron's voltage setting 7-10 times (10-14 times with a double stage ion-reflectron)

and recording a segment of the spectrum at each setting. The TOF mass analyzer s

highly valued nonscanning feature is sacrificed when it becomes necessary to resort to

this time-consuming, sample-wasting, manual stepping procedure.

Cotters U.S. Patent No. 5,464,985 discloses a tandem TOF mass

spectrometer. Cotters spectrometer selects precursor ions in MS' according to their

velocity and disperses the fragment ions and nondissociated precursor ions with a

reflectron. Cotter avoids the linear reflectrons limited mass range problem by using a

curved-field reflectron to record an entire spectrum at a single voltage setting. The

curved-field reflection uses a nonlinear axial electric field to achieve focusing across a

wide mass range of product ions without stepping or otherwise changing the

reflectron s voltage setting. Despite its elegant conception, the curved-field

reflectron is not practical. The curved-field reflectron, which consists of 86 ring

elements (instead of 30 or so for a simple linear-field reflection) connected by 85, 20-

turn, 2 MS2 potentiometers (instead of 29 or so uniform fixed resistors), is difficult to

construct,is difficult to tune (each potentiometer must be painstakingly adjusted to

precisely replicate the required curvature in the axial component of its electric field), is

difficult to maintain in tune because of non-uniform drift in the potentiometers'
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settings, and has low ion-transmission because of the defocusing action of the

unavoidable radial component of its electric field. Thus, the TOF mass analyzer's

stable operation and simple, low-cost construction are sacrificed in CotterDs

spectrometer.

SUMMARY

The present invention overcomes the problems discussed above. The invention

provides a tandem time-of-flight mass spectrometer that includes an ion source, an ion

selector downstream of the ion source, a dissociation cell downstream of the ion

selector, an ion accelerator downstream of the dissociation cell, an ion reflector (ion

mirror or reflectron) downstream of the accelerator, a detector that records neutrals and

ions transmitted through the reflectron, and a detector that records ions reflected by the

reflectron. The spectrometer of the present invention is stable in operation, simple in

construction, has high resolving powers, and is able to focus product ions at a space

focal plane located at a detector.

In one embodiment of the invention, the mass spectrometer includes an ion

source, a velocity selector downstream of the ion source, a dissociation cell

downstream of the velocity selector, an ion accelerator downstream of the dissociation

cell, the accelerator being capable of focusing ions at a first space focal plane, a

reflectron downstream of the accelerator, the reflectron defining an object plane

located at the first space focal plane, and the reflectron being capable of focusing ions

at a second space focal plane, and an ion detector located at the second space focal

plane. The position of the accelerator in this embodiment is particularly advantageous

because it accelerates the product ions in a manner that minimizes the effects of the

uncertainties of ions leaving the dissociation cell, allows the ions to subsequently

separate according to their m/z ratios, and allows the ions to be easily focused at a

detector.

The invention also provides a method for producing a mass spectrum that

includes accelerating a set of ions to give the set of ions mass-dependant velocities,

selecting a subset of the set of ions based on their velocities, inducing dissociation of a
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fraction of the selected subset of ions if necessary, and detecting the subset of ions. In

one embodiment, the method of producing a mass spectrum includes ionizing a

material to produce a set of ions. The set of ions is then accelerated to a constant

energy so that each ion has a mass-dependant velocity. The accelerated set of ions is

allowed to drift along a flight path so that subsets of ions within the set of ions that

have different velocities become spatially separated along the flight path. The set of

ions, except a select subset of the ions within a narrow, select velocity range, are

subsequently deflected from the flight path. In one embodiment, a fraction of the

subset of select ions are then induced to dissociate, and the resulting fragment ions

along with the remainder of nondissociated ions in the original subset of ions are

accelerated along the flight path to mass-dependant velocities, allowed to drift along

the flight path so that ions of different velocities spatially separate, and detected at a

location along the flight path. The acceleration of the subset of ions along the flight

path after the ions dissociate allows the ions to subsequently separate according to

their m1z ratios and allows them to be easily focused onto a detector. In one

embodiment, the subset of ions are accelerated by an electric field that is switched on

once all the ions have moved into the space between the electrodes that create the

field, so that the subset of ions will focus at a space focal plane.

The invention also provides a novel velocity selector that is able to attain high

resolving powers. A high resolving power corresponds to the selection of a very small

range of velocities and, therefore a very small range of masses. An embodiment of the

velocity selector includes a first ion deflector having multiple, electrically conductive

strips that define multiple channels. The strips include alternate positive voltage strips

connected to a first positive voltage source, and alternate negative voltage strips

connected to a first negative voltage source. A second ion deflector is in series with

the first ion deflector. The second ion deflector includes multiple, electrically

conductive strips defining multiple channels. The strips include alternate positive

voltage strips connected to a second positive voltage source, and alternate negative

voltage strips connected to a second negative voltage source. The strips can impart
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sufficient deflection impulse to passing ions, and yet there low capacitance enables

short switching times.

The invention also provides a method for selecting a subset of ions from a set

of ions. In one embodiment, the method includes accelerating a set of ions in the ion

source so the ions have varying velocities, and allowing the set of ions to move along a

flight path so that ions of different velocities spatially separate along the flight path. A

voltage is applied across a first ion deflector positioned along the flight path so as to

deflect ions passing through the first deflector in a first direction away from the flight

path. The voltage across the first deflector is switched off so that a subset of ions

having a select range of velocities is deflected less in the first direction than preceding

ions, and a voltage across a second ion deflector arranged downstream of the first

deflector switched on so as to deflect ions passing through the second deflector in a

second direction, which is exactly opposite the first direction. The voltages and

switching times are such that the second deflector deflects the subset of ions with the

select velocity back along the flight path but deflects ions following the subset of ions

with the select velocity away from the flight path in the second direction. The method

of ion selection produces particularly high resolving powers because it allows the

electric fields generated by the deflectors to interact dynamically with the subset of

ions with the select velocity as they pass through the deflectors.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a conventional time-of-flight mass

spectrometer.

FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a tandem time-of-flight mass

spectrometer according to the present invention.

FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a tandem time-of-flight mass spectrometer

according to the present invention.

FIG. 4 is an exploded perspective view of a velocity selector according to the

present invention.

FIG. 5 is a side view of the velocity selector of FIG. 4.
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FIG. 6 is a front view of the velocity selector of FIG. 4.

FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram of the circuitry for the first ion deflector of the

velocity selector of the present invention if the velocity selector is operated in the dual

deflector mode.

FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram of the circuitry for the second ion deflector, of a

velocity selector according to the present invention if the velocity selector is operated

in the dual deflector mode.

FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram of the circuitry for the single ion deflector of a

velocity selector according to the present invention if the velocity selector is operated

in the single deflector mode.

FIG. 10 is a perspective view of the post velocity selection ion accelerator

according to the present invention.

FIG. 11 is a sectional view taken along line 11-11 in FIG. 10.

FIG. 12 is a sectional view of an alternative embodiment of an ion accelerator

having plural stages of ion acceleration.

FIG. 13 is a plot of the first ion deflector voltage and the second ion deflector

voltage as a function of time during operation of a velocity selector in the dual

deflector mode according to the present invention.

FIG. 14A is a schematic diagram showing three ions of different masses

approaching the first ion deflector of a velocity selector according to the present

invention.

FIG. 14B is a schematic diagram similar to FIG. 13A illustrating the three ions

as the lagging ion passes through the first deflector.

FIG. 14C is a schematic diagram similar to FIG. 13B illustrating the three ions

as the lagging ion passes through the second deflector.

FIG. 15 is a plot of the ion deflector voltage as a function of time during

operation of a velocity selector in the single deflector mode according to the present

invention.

FIG. 16 is a schematic diagram of the circuitry for an accelerator according to a

working embodiment of the present invention.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Referring first to FIG. 1, in a conventional single TOF mass spectrometer an

ion source 10 ionizes a sample and accelerates the resulting set of ions in a brief burst.

The ionization process imparts a small amount of kinetic energy to a newly created

ion; this initial kinetic energy varies in magnitude from ion-to-ion and is, therefore,

responsible for an uncertainty in the total kinetic energy of an ion after it has been

accelerated. A typical accelerator within the ion source 10 creates an electric field so

that the kinetic energy of an ion leaving the accelerator is mainly a function of the

charge (z) of the ion. Thus, all ions with the same charge will have substantially the

same kinetic energy when leaving the ion source 10. Since kinetic energy is mv2,

where m is mass and v is velocity, the velocity of an ion leaving the ion source 10 is

inversely proportional to the square root of the mass.

After leaving the ion source 10, the set of ions then passes through a drift

region 12. As the ions pass through the drift region 12, the ions with greater velocities

get ahead of the ions with smaller velocities. Since the velocities are based on the

mass and charge of the ions, the set of ions becomes spatially separated into bands,

with each band containing ions of a particular m/z value. The ions then reach a

detector 14, which detects the presence of the ions. A mass spectrum is produced in

the form of a plot of the number of ions striking the detector 14 versus time.

FIG. 2 illustrates in block form a tandem TOF mass spectrometer according to

the present invention. A set of ions is produced and accelerated by an ion source 110

through a first drift region 114 substantially as described above. However, at the end

of the drift region 114 the set of ions enters a velocity selector 116, which deflects all

of the ions except a select subset or band of ions (called precursor ions) having a select

velocity range, and thus a select m1z range. The precursor ions then pass into a

dissociation cell 118 where, if necessary; at least a portion of the precursor ions can be

dissociated or fragmented into smaller product ions. The resulting product ions are

then further accelerated in the same direction as their initial velocity by a second

accelerator 120. The product ions then pass through a second drift region 122 toward
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a reflectron 124. The reflectron 124 reflects the product ions and focuses them onto a

detector 126. A mass spectrum of the subset of ions, which consists of precursor and

product ions, is then produced in the form of a plot of the number of product ions

striking the detector 126 versus time.

Apparatus

Referring to FIG. 3, a tandem TOF apparatus 210 of the present invention

includes an ion source 212. In a preferred embodiment, the ion source 212 includes a

repeller plate 214 (which also can serve as a sample probe for certain ionization

processes), an ion extractor/accelerator grid 216, and a grounded exit grid 218. The

accelerated ions must be focused by the ion source at a select plane. In a preferred

embodiment, the ion source 212 is a two-stage ion source, such as the one disclosed by

Wiley and McLaren, which can be operated in a space-focusing or time-lag-focusing

mode. The ion extractor/accelerator 216 divides the ion source 212 into an extraction

region 215 and an acceleration region 217. Ions can be formed directly in the

extraction region 215 and subsequently accelerated out of the ion source 212 along the

flight-axis 211 (not shown) that runs from the center of the repeller plate 214 at the

back of the ion source 212 to the center of the ion detector 520 located behind the

reflection 500 (axial extraction). Alternatively, ions can be formed outside the

extraction region 212, injected into the extraction region 212 orthogonally to the

flight-axis 211, and subsequently accelerated out of the ion source 212 along the

flight-axis 211 (orthogonal extraction). The electric potentials (voltages) of the

repeller plate 214 and the extractor/accelerator grid 216 are set at levels such that the

first electric field EQ in the extraction region 215 is lower than the second electric field

EQ in the acceleration region 217 immediately downstream of the first electric field Ee.

In the original Wiley and McLaren ion source, the electric fields were adjusted to the

ratio EJEQ = 4; in any given ion source the ratio used will vary somewhat from the

Wiley and McLaren value depending on the mass range of the ions being analyzed, the

dimensions of the ion source, and the distance to the space focal plane of the ion
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source. The construction and operation of such an accelerator is well known to those

of ordinary skill in the art.

The two-stage ion sources, operating either by axial extraction or orthogonal

extraction as the case may require, will produce advantageous results with a variety of

ionization processes. Suitable ionization processes include, without limitation,

electron impact, chemical ionization, photoionization, field ionization, inductively

coupled plasma, spark source, thermal surface desorption, field desorption, fast ion or

atom bombardment, fast heavy ion desorption, matrix-assisted laser

desorption/ionization (MALDI), thermospray, atmospheric pressure ionization, and

electrospray ionization (ESI). MALDI (axial or orthogonal extraction) and ESI

(orthogonal extraction) are preferred processes for ionizing molecules greater than

about 1,000 u, such as proteins, oligonucleotides and synthetic polymers.

In a preferred embodiment, a short length of flight tube (not shown) connects

the ion source 212 to two sets of deflection plates 219. The two sets of deflection

plates 219 are located in series along the flight-axis 211, and they are oriented with

respect to the flight-axis 211 and with respect to each other to deflect ions away from

the flight axis 211 in directions that are orthogonal to each other. Plates 219 are

located downstream of the ion source 212 so they can be used to make any necessary

corrections to the flight paths of the ions as they exit the ion source 212 to steer the

ions substantially parallel to the flight-axis 211.

A drift region 220 is located downstream of the deflection plates 219. In a

preferred embodiment the drift region is a field-free (i.e., having no electro-magnetic

field) flight tube through which ions pass.

A velocity selector 230 is located downstream of the drift region 220. The

distance from the exit grid 218 of the ion source 212 to the entrance plane of the

velocity selector is designated DI. D1 generally is greater than 200 mm but less than

1,000 mm.

FIGS. 4-6 illustrate a working embodiment of velocity selector 230. The

velocity selector 230 includes a first ion deflector 232 and a second ion deflector 234.

Both deflectors 232, 234 are required if the velocity selector is operated in a dual
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deflector mode, but only one deflector is required if the velocity selector is operated in

a single deflector mode. Referring now to FIG. 4, each deflector 232, 234 includes

multiple conductive strips, or electrodes, 236. Strips 236 are of the same shape and

dimensions and are parallel to one another. Strips 236 within each ion deflector 232,

234 define channels 237 between the strips. Each elongated strip 236 has a first end

238 disposed between a pair of spacers 250, 252, and a second opposed end 240

disposed between another pair of spacers 250, 252, so as to form an alternating series

of spacers 250, 252 and strips 236.

The strips 236 are made of a conductive material, such as a metal or an alloy.

A partial list of suitable materials for forming strips 236 includes nickel-chrome

alloys, stainless steel and copper-beryllium alloys. The dimensions of the strips 236

can vary, depending on factors such as spectrometer performance, and construction

considerations, such as the size of the device. The thickness of strips 236 generally

varies from about 0.05 mm to about 0.10 mm. Transmission improves as thickness

decreases. A preferred thickness is achieved by selecting a minimum thickness for

providing a desired mechanical stability.

The width of strips 236 generally varies from about 1 mm to about 1.5 mm.

But, deflector power is directly proportional to the ratio strip width/strip spacing,

where ratio values greater than 1 assure that the ions receive a strong deflection pulse.

Wire deflectors have strip width/strip spacing ratios much less than 1.

The length of strips 236 also can vary, and a preferred length for a particular

device is determined by considering a) size of the device, and b) maintaining a

homogeneous electric field over an area larger than the width of the ion beam. In a

working embodiment, each strip 236 was made of nickel-chrome ribbon wire that was

0.09 mm thick, 1.27 mm wide, and 15 mm long.

An end spacer 252 is located at the termini of each series of spacers 250, so

that each of the four end spacers 252 is adjacent to only one pair of co-planar strips

236, while each inner spacer 250 is disposed between two pairs of co-planar strips.

Each spacer 250, 252 extends between the first deflector 232 and the second deflector
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234, and abuts at least one strip 236 of the first deflector 232 at a first end 254 and one

strip 236 of the second deflector 234 at a second end 256.

Each spacer 250, 252 further defines a transverse aperture 258. Aperture 258

extends normal to the strips 236 intermediate the first end 254 and the second end 256.

Spacers 250, as the name implies, space strips 236 apart to produce the

channels 237. The inner spacers 250 in a working embodiment spaced the strips 236

1-mm apart from center-to-center (illustrated as distance x in FIG. 6). The

distance between adjacent strips 236 is preferably small enough so that a sufficiently

large electric field will be produced within the channels 237, but it is preferably large

enough so that the strips 236 do not become a significant obstruction in the path of the

ions. Spacing is determined by considering ion transmission and field homogeneity.

Decreasing the spacing reduces transmission and increases homogeneity. The spacers

250, 252 are machined from insulating material, such as Delrin® or VESPEL®.

Each series of spacers 250, 252 is positioned between a pair of clamp blocks

270, 271 abutting the end spacers 252. Each clamp block 270, 271 defines an aperture

272 that aligns with the aperture 258 in the series of spacers 250, 252. Clamp bolts 274

extend through the apertures 272 in the clamp blocks 270, 271 and the apertures 258 in

the spacers 250, 252. Clamp bolts 274 clamp the spacers 250, 252 and the strips 236

between the clamp blocks 270.

Each upper clamp block 270 further defines a pair of threaded apertures (not

shown) that are normal to the major planar surfaces of clamp blocks 270. Each lower

clamp block 271 further defines a pair of unthreaded apertures (not shown) that are

normal to the major planar surfaces of clamp blocks 271. Four machine screws 276

were produced by removing, such as by machining away, threading on the ends.

Screws 276 are threaded almost completely through the apertures in the upper clamp

blocks 270 so that the unthreaded ends of screws 276 extend between upper clamp

blocks 270 and lower clamp blocks 271 and are seated in the unthreaded apertures in

the lower clamp blocks 271 The upper clamp blocks 270 are spread apart from the

lower clamp blocks 271 by advancing the screws 276 in the threaded apertures in the
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upper clamp blocks 270. The upper clamp blocks 270 are spread apart from the lower

clamp blocks 271 so that strips 236 are taut and aligned parallel to one another.

Plate 290 extends between blocks 270, 271 and along each series of spacers

250, 252. Plate 290 includes slots 292 formed therein that are sized and shaped to

receive the termini of the strips 236. The plates 290 also have protrusions 294 at each

end that extends along the clamp blocks 270 intermediate the termini of the bolts 276.

The plates 290 serve as mounting pieces for the entire velocity selector 290; they can

be customized as necessary for mounting the velocity selector 290 in any given flight

tube. The clamp blocks 270, 271 and the plates 290 are machined from insulating

materials, such as those used to make the spacers 250,252.

Alternating strips 236 are connected to positive and negative voltage sources,

respectively. This allows the formation of an electric field within each channel 237

defined by adjacent strips 236. Electronic switches allow the voltages to be switched

so as to turn the electric field on and off or to reverse the electric field, whichever is

desired. FIG. 7 illustrates the circuitry 310 for switching the voltage from on to off

within the first ion deflector 232, also referred to as entry deflector 232. FIG. 8

illustrates the circuitry 312 for switching the voltage from off to on within the second

ion deflector, or exit deflector 234. FIG. 9 illustrates the circuitry 386 for reversing

the voltages applied to alternate strips 236 of the first ion deflector 232 or the second

ion deflector 234. Strips 236 reduce switching times because they do not have large

capacitance.

Referring now to FIGS. 7-9, the circuitry 310, 312 for each ion deflector 232,

234 in the dual deflector mode and the circuitry 386 for the first ion deflector in the

single deflector mode includes an entry line 314 for carrying a transistor transistor

logic (TTL) pulse. The entry line 314 is split into a pair of parallel lines 316, 318.

Each parallel line 316, 318 enters a first NAND gate (IC 1) 320, 322, proceeds through

a variable resister (R 1) 324, 326, and then to a second NAND gate (IC2) 328, 330.

Each parallel line then proceeds to a high voltage switch (HVS) 332, 334, which

includes a first side, 336 and a second side 338. The HVSs are MOSFETs capable of

switching 500 V or more in a few nanoseconds. In a working embodiment, two
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Behike HTS 30 switches were used as HVSs 332, 334. IC2 is a Schmitt-triggered

NAND gate that minimizes distortion in the TTL pulse delivered to the input of the

HVSs 332, 334.

Referring now to FIG. 7, and the first deflector circuitry 310 for the velocity

selector 230 when operating in the dual deflector mode, each HVS 332, 334 is

connected on the first side 336 to a line 350 leading to the ground for the apparatus

210, and on the second side 338 to a line 352, 354. The line 354 extends from HVS

334 to a junction with a negative voltage line 356. The negative voltage line 356

connects a negative voltage source (-V) 358 to the alternating negative-voltage

deflector strips 236. The negative voltage line 356 includes a resister (R2) 360

intermediate the junction with the line 354 and the negative voltage source 358. The

line 352 leads to a junction with a positive voltage line 362. The positive voltage line

362 connects a positive voltage source (+V) 364 to the alternating positive voltage

deflector strips 236. The positive voltage line 362 includes a resister (R2) 366

intermediate the junction with the line 352 and the positive voltage source 364. Thus,

the strips 236 are connected to the positive voltage source 364 and the negative voltage

source 358 (i.e., the first deflector 232 is on) when the HVSs 332, 334 are open.

Strips 236 are connected to the ground for the apparatus 210 (i.e., the first deflector is

off) when the HVS s 232, 234 are closed. Connections between each HVS 332,

334 and the first deflector 232 are preferably kept as short as possible to minimize the

system s capacitance. The first deflector circuitry 310 allows the first deflector 232

to be switched from on to off in as little as about 19 nanoseconds (see FIG. 12).

Referring now to FIG. 8, and the second deflector circuitry 312 for the velocity

selector 230 when operating in the dual deflector mode, the first side 336 of the HVS

332 is connected to a negative voltage source (-V) 370. The second side 338 of the

HVS 332 is connected to a line 372 that leads to a junction with a ground line 374 that

extends between the ground for the apparatus 210 and the negative voltage strips 236.

The ground line 374 includes a resistor (R2) 376, preferably having a resistance of

from about 200 ohms to about 500 ohms, intermediate the ground and the junction

with the line 372. The HVS 334 is connected on the first side 336 to a positive voltage
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source (+V) 378 and on the second side 338 to a line 380 that leads to a ground line

382. The ground line 382 includes a resistor (R2) 384 intermediate the system ground

and the junction with the line 380. Strips 236 of the second deflector 234 are

connected to the positive voltage source 364 and the negative voltage source 358 (i.e.,

the second deflector 234 is on) when the HVSs 332, 334 are closed. Strips 236 are

connected to the ground for the apparatus 210 (i.e., the second deflector 234 is off )

when the HVSs 332, 334 are open. Connections between each HVS, 332, 334 and the

second deflector 234 are preferably kept as short as possible in order to minimize the

systems capacitance. The second deflector circuitry 312 allows the second deflector

234 to be switched from off to on in as little as about 19 nanoseconds. When the

velocity selector 230 is operated in single deflector mode, the circuitry 386 illustrated

in FIG. 9 may be connected to either the first deflector 232 or the second deflector

234. The first side 336 of the HVS 332 is connected to a negative voltage source (-V)

388. The second side 338 of the HVS 332 is connected to a line 390 that leads to a

junction with a positive voltage line 392 that extends between a positive voltage

source (+V) 394 and the high voltage strips 236. The positive voltage line 392

includes a resistor (R2) 396, preferably having a resistance of from about 200 ohms to

about 500 ohms, intermediate the positive voltage source 394 and the junction with the

line 390. The HVS 334 is connected on the first side 336 to the positive voltage

source (+V) 394 and on the second side 338 to a line 398 that leads to a negative

voltage line 400. The negative voltage line 400 includes a resistor (R2) 402

intermediate the negative voltage source 388 and the junction with the line 398.

Alternate strips 236 of the gate 232, 234 are connected respectively to the positive

voltage source 394 and the negative voltage source 388 when the HVSs 332, 334 are

closed. When the HVSs 332, 334 are open, the voltage on each strip 236 is reversed

(i.e., a strip that is connected to the positive voltage source 394 when the HVSs 332,

334 are open will be connected to the negative voltage source 388 when the HVSs are

closed). Connections between each HVS, 332, 334 and the ion deflector 232 or 234 are

preferably kept as short as possible in order to minimize the system s capacitance.
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The single deflector circuitry 386 allows the ion deflector 232 or 234 to be switched in

as little as about 19 nanoseconds.

The best resolving power of velocity selectors known prior to the present

invention is about 1:200. The resolving power of the time-of-flight velocity selector of

the present invention can be varied by the operator. An instrument having a single-

stage velocity selector 230 as illustrated in FIGS. 4-6 can achieve a mass resolution of

at least 1:5,000 at mass 5,000 u. For example, if a compound of interest has a

molecular weight of 5,000 u (atomic mass units), a resolution of 1:5000 would mean

that the instrument would produce distinctly different signals for ions having masses

of 5,000 and 5,000 ± 1 u (i.e., 1/5000 = 0.0002. 0.0002 X 5,000 u = 1 u).

Conventional instruments known prior to the present invention could not make such

determinations. Typical resolving powers for currently available instruments are less

than 100 at masses in the range of about 5,000 u, no conventional instrument can

achieve a resolving power of greater than 100 at mass 5,000 u. With a sample having

a molecular weight of about 5,000 u, a conventional instrument could, at the very best,

detect mass differences between ions having masses of 5,000 and 5,000 ± 50 u (1/100

0.01; 0.01 X 5,000 u = 50 u). Resolving powers of about 200 have been achieved on

conventional instruments at masses of about 200.

Referring back to FIG. 3, the apparatus 210 preferably includes a dissociation

cell 410 downstream of the velocity selector 230. The distance separating the velocity

selector 230 and the dissociation cell 410 preferably is about one half the distance

separating the velocity selector 230 and the ion accelerator 420, which is located

immediately downstream of the dissociation cell 410. The dissociation cell 410 (or

collision cell) preferably is a commercial cell or a custom-built cell patterned after a

standard cell. A collision cell is a small chamber mounted in the ion path of the mass

spectrometer. The collision cell has two small openings, one to let the precursor ions

in and the second to let the product ions and surviving precursor ions out. The

chamber can be pressurized, usually to 10-4 - 10"3 tort, with a gas. As they pass

through the cell, the precursor ions collide with the gas, thereby activating or inducing

their decomposition or fragmentation to product ions. The collision cell is

=
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differentially pumped so that the collision gas does not interfere with proper operation

of other parts of the mass spectrometer(s). The collision cell is mounted in an

appropriate field-free region, that is, between the mass-selective devices.

A post velocity selection ion accelerator 420 is located downstream of the

dissociation cell 410. Referring now to FIGS. 10 and 11 and the illustrated single-

stage accelerator, the accelerator 420 preferably includes a circular bottom assembly

plate 422, a circular top assembly plate 424, and a circular accelerator plate 426

intermediate the top and bottom assembly plates. The top assembly plate 424, the

bottom assembly plate 422, and the accelerator plate 426 are coaxial. The distance

from the entry plane of the velocity selector 230 to the accelerator plate 426 of the

accelerator 420 is designated D2. The distance separating the accelerating plate 426

from the top assembly plate 424 is designated d. D2 should be sufficient to

accommodate the dissociation cell 410 and accelerator 420, i.e., approximately 2-3d,

and more typically is greater than about 10d. A working embodiment of accelerator

420 has been made having D2 = 15d. It should be appreciated that resolution increases

as D2 increases.

The accelerator plate 426 is connected to high voltage switching circuitry (see

FIG. 15) so that it can be switched from off to on. Top assembly plate 424 is

connected to the ground for the apparatus 210. FIG.15 shows the circuitry for the

accelerator 420. The circuitry 800 for the accelerator 420 includes an entry line 804

for carrying a TTL triggering pulse to a high voltage switch (HVS) 810, which

includes a first side 814 and a second side 816. The HVS is capable of switching +15

kv or more in 20 ns or less; suitable for this purpose would be, for example, a Behlke

HTS 151A, 151B, or 301 fast high voltage transistor switch. The first side 814 of

HVS 810 is connected to a positive or negative high voltage source (+HV) 830. When

a positive high voltage source is used, the accelerator 420 accelerates positive ions,

and when a negative high voltage source is used, the accelerator 420 accelerates

negative ions. The second side 816 of HVS 810 is connected to a line 820 that leads

to a junction with a ground line 822 that extends between the ground for the apparatus

210 and the accelerator plate 426. The ground line 822 includes a resistor (R1) 824
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intermediate the system ground and the junction with line 820. The accelerator plate

426 is connected to the ground for the apparatus 210 (i.e., the accelerator 420 is

off) when HVS 810 is open. The accelerator plate 426 is connected to the high

voltage source 830 (i.e., the accelerator 420 is on) when HVS 810 is closed.

Connections between HVS 810 and the accelerator plate 426 are preferably kept as

short as possible in order to minimize the systems capacitance. The accelerator

circuitry 800 allows the accelerator 420 to be switched from off to on in as little as

about 20 nanoseconds.

Referring now to FIG. 10, the bottom assembly plate 422 defines a centrally

located aperture 430. Aperture 430 is adapted to receive a flight tube 432 that extends

from the dissociation cell 410 and provides an entrance to the accelerator 420. A

working embodiment of bottom assembly plate 422 also defines three bolt apertures

434 spaced at 1200 circumferentially about the periphery of the bottom assembly

plate.

Top assembly plate 424 defines a centrally located aperture 436 adapted to

receive a flight tube (not shown) that extends from the exit of the accelerator 420. The

aperture 436 is covered on the side of plate 424 facing toward the accelerator plate 426

with a high-transmission, conductive grid 437. A working embodiment of accelerator

420 used a 937 transmission nickel mesh for grid 437. A working embodiment of

accelerator 420 used a top assembly plate 424 that included bolt apertures 438 spaced

circumferentially at 120° about the periphery of the top assembly plate and

circumferentially spaced receiving apertures 440 intermediate the bolt apertures. The

top assembly plate 424 also defined threaded bolt apertures 442 circumferentially

spaced about each of the receiving apertures 440.

Bolt apertures 438 defined by the top assembly plate 424 align with the bolt

apertures 434 defined by the bottom assembly plate 422. Bolts 450 extend between

the apertures 438 defined by the top assembly plate 424 and apertures 434 defined by

the bottom assembly plate 422. Tubular spacers 452, which are made of an insulating

material, are disposed around the bolts 450 and abut the top assembly plate 424 and

the bottom assembly plate 422 on opposing ends of the tubular spacers. Bolts 450 are
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secured in place to connect the top assembly plate 424 to the bottom assembly plate

422.

Accelerator plate 426 intermediate the bottom assembly plate 422 and the top

assembly plate 424 defines a centrally located aperture 460 that is coaxial with the

centrally located aperture 430 on the bottom assembly plate and the centrally located

aperture 436 on the top assembly plate. The aperture 460 is covered on the side of

accelerator plate 426 facing toward the top assembly plate 424 with a high-

transmission conductive grid 461. A working embodiment of accelerator 420 used a

93% transmission nickel mesh for grid 461. Accelerator plate 426 also defines

circumferentially spaced bolt apertures 462 that align with the receiving apertures 440

in the top assembly plate 424.

High-voltage insulating mounts 464 connect the accelerator plate 426 to the top

assembly plate 424. Each mount 464 includes: an inner tubular portion 466; a radial

wall 468 that extends outwardly from a terminus of the inner tubular portion; a

circumferential wall 470 that extends axially from the periphery of the radial wall so

that it is disposed around a length of the inner tubular portion 466; and a flange 472

that extends outwardly from a terminus of the circumferential wall 470 distal the radial

wall 468. The flange 472 defines bolt apertures 474 spaced circumferentially

thereabout. Inner tubular portion 466 distal the radial wall 468 is threaded to receive

threaded fasteners.

The flange 472 of each mount 464 is adjacent the side of the top assembly plate

424 facing away from the accelerator plate 426. The circumferential wall 470 extends

away from the top assembly plate 424. Inner tubular portion 466 extends through a

receiving aperture 440 and abuts the accelerator plate 426. The bolt apertures 474 in

each flange 472 align with the threaded bolt apertures 442 spaced circumferentially

about the receiving apertures 440 in the top assembly plate 424. Bolts 480 extend

through the bolt apertures 474 and into the threaded bolt apertures 442 to secure the

mounts 464 to the top assembly plate 424. Inner tubular portion 466 of each mount

464 aligns with one of the bolt apertures 462 in the accelerator plate 426. Bolts 482

extend through the bolt apertures 462 and engage the internal threads in the inner
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tubular portions 466 to secure the accelerator plate 426 to the mounts 464, and thus

secure the accelerator plate 426 to the top assembly plate 424 without electrically

connecting the accelerator plate to the top assembly plate. Assembly plates, such as

top assembly plate 424, and accelerator plate 426 are made from materials such as

stainless steel, brass or molybdenum, with stainless steel currently being preferred

because of its machineability, strength, vacuum compatability, and cleanability.

Accelerator 420 may be constructed in any manner that defines a flight path and

produces an axial electric field along that flight path. Accelerator 420 is capable of

receiving ions having an initial velocity substantially in the direction of the flight-axis

211 and accelerating those ions in the direction of the flight axis 211.

FIG. 12 illustrates one embodiment of a multi-stage accelerator 420' (three

acceleration stages are illustrated in FIG. 12). Accelerator 420' includes a first

acceleration stage as produced by paired accelerator plates 424 and 426. Two

additional acceleration stages are illustrated by FIG. 12, as produced by paired

accelerator plates 426A, 426B and 426C, 426D. The accelerator plates 426 are made

from materials, and are mounted, as stated above with reference to the embodiment

illustrated in FIG. 11.

The accelerator plates 424 and 426 include centrally located apertures 460.

Apertures 460 are coaxial with the centrally located aperture 430 on the bottom

assembly plate 422 and the centrally located aperture 436 on the top assembly plate

424.

Ions that enter the accelerator 420 or 420' are initially spaced within the

accelerator and are not space focused ( space focused means that ions of

substantially equal masses arrive at the same plane in space at a given time).

Accelerators 420 and 420' space focus the ions. Accelerator 420 and 420' remain at

zero voltage until all select ions isolated by the velocity selector 230, including

fragments of these ions, are within the accelerators. In the single-stage embodiment, a

voltage is then applied to the accelerator plate 426. Ions of a given mass that are

initially behind in the accelerator 420 remain within the electric field of the accelerator

longer, and thus gain more kinetic energy than ions of the same mass that are initially
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ahead. Eventually, the ions will energy focus at a space focal plane, just as ions

emitted from a single-stage ion source. In the multi-stage embodiment, ions are

accelerated in each successive stage as stated above with reference to the single-stage

embodiment.

In the single-stage embodiment, the space-focal length f4 of the accelerator 420

is the distance from the exit grid 437 to the plane 540 (see FIG. 3). Energy focusing

will occur at a distancef4 slightly greater than 2d, where d is the distance separating

the accelerator plate 426 from the top assembly plate 424, if Vaecet is greater than

lOVsouree, where Vaccei is the voltage applied to the accelerator plate 426 and Vsource is

the net voltage used to accelerate the ions out of the ion source 212. f4 is intrinsically a

mass-dependent quantity. But, under the voltage condition stipulated, the variation in

f4 will be less than 0.2f4 for ion masses in the range 1 u to m where m is the mass of the

select precursor ion. In the limiting case where Vsource becomes insignificant compared

to VRCCet (in practice this occurs where VaCCei is greater than 20VsourCe), the energy-

focusing condition for the accelerator 420 reduces to the purely geometric space-

focusing condition predicted by Wiley and McLaren, viz., f4 = 2d regardless of mass.

In the multi-stage embodiment, the space focal length of each acceleration

stage is determined as stated above with reference to the single-stage embodiment. The

acceleration voltage and plate spacing of any particular stage determines the position,

acceleration voltage and plate spacing in the successive acceleration stage in a manner

similar to that stated above with reference to the single-stage embodiment.

The embodiment illustrated in FIG. 11 includes two plate electrodes 424 and

426 that switch a relatively large voltage, e.g., about 15,000 electron volts, all at once

to induce acceleration. The two-electrode construction illustrated in FIG. 11 produces

ions having a nearly constant kinetic energy and a variable velocity.

The magnitude of the kinetic energy induced in the ions by the accelerator 420

correlates with the resolving power (i.e., m/Om; also the resolution, which is Am/m) of

the instrument. Increasing the kinetic energy imparted to ions by the accelerator 420

enhances the resolution/resolving power of the instrument. This can be accomplished

using the multiple-stage accelerator 420'. Depending on the relative positions and
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plate spacings of the acceleration stages, each stage of the multi-stage accelerator 420'

could impart the same acceleration as achieved by the single-stage accelerator 420,

where the voltage applied to acceleration plate 426 is about 15,000 volts. In this

example, each stage of the accelerator 420' would apply a substantially equal voltage

to the plate electrodes 424 and 426. Alternatively, the relative positions and plate

spacings of the acceleration stages could be arranged so each stage of the illustrated

accelerator 420' could be operated by applying different voltages to the plate electrodes

424 and 426. In principle, the geometric arrangement of each accelerating stage could

be so arranged that some stages of the accelerator 420' could receive the same voltage

to the plate electrodes 424, 426, whereas others could receive different applied

voltages.

Referring back to FIG. 3, a drift region 490 is located downstream of the

accelerator 420. Reflectron 500 is located downstream of the drift region 490. The

reflectron 500 may be a single-stage or a dual-stage linear-field reflectron. Those of

ordinary skill in the art are familiar with the construction and operation of linear-field

reflectrons. The reflectron 500 has an object plane that coincides with the space focal

plane 540 of the accelerator 420.

A product ion detector 510 is spatially located upstream of the reflectron 500.

The detector 510 is situated so that ions will not be detected as they pass into the

reflectron 500, but they will be detected after they exit the reflectron. The detector 510

may be coaxial with the ions entering the reflectron 500, in which case it will have an

aperture allowing the ions to enter the reflectron, and the reflectron will direct the

exiting ions to the detector. Alternatively, the detector 510 may be located away from

the axis of the ions entering the reflectron 500 so that ions pass to the side of the

detector as they are entering the reflectron, and are directed by the reflectron to the

detector. The product ion detector 510 is any detector designed specifically for TOF

applications.

An ion detector 520 is located behind the reflectron 500 so that ions reflected

by the reflectron will not reach the detector 520; however, neutral products formed by

metastable or induced decompositions anywhere in the space upstream of the
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reflectron 500 will be recorded by the detector 520. If the reflectron 500 is not

operating, the detector 520 detects ions, as well as neutrals, directed to it by the ion

source 212. The ion detector 520 is any detector designed specifically for TOF

applications.

Operation of the Apparatus

Referring still to FIG. 3, the apparatus 210 described above includes an MS'

mass spectrometer, and an MS2 mass spectrometer arranged in tandem. MS' or MS2

may be operated alone to produce a mass spectrum, or they may be operated in tandem

to select a precursor ion and then produce a mass spectrum of the product ions of that

precursor. An initial mass spectrum typically will be produced using MS' or MS2.

Some precursor ion appearing at a specific m/z within that spectrum will be selected

for further study; MS' and MS2 will then be used in tandem to conduct that study.

When MS' is operated alone as a mass spectrometer, Ee and EQ are adjusted so

that the focal length f, for space-focus equals the distance from the exit grid 218 of the

ion source 212 to the plane 530 located at the ion detector 520. The velocity selector

230, the dissociation cell 410, the accelerator 420, and the reflectron 500 are all turned

off. Ions produced by whatever process are initially extracted by the first electric field

Ee in the ion source 212 and are then accelerated by the second electric field EQ. The

ions separate into bands, depending on their n lz, as they drift toward the detector 520.

The bands are focused at the plane 530 where they are detected by the detector 520 to

produce a mass spectrum.

When MS2 is operated alone, Ee and Ea are adjusted so that the focal length f2

for space-focus equals the distance from the exit grid 218 of the ion source 212 to the

plane 540 located intermediate the accelerator 420 and the reflectron 500. The plane

540 is also the object plane of the reflectron 500. The velocity selector 230, the

dissociation cell 410, and the accelerator 420 are turned off. Ions produced by

whatever process are initially extracted by the first electric field Ee in the ion source

212 and are then accelerated by the second electric field Ea. The ions separate into

bands, depending on their m,/z, as they drift toward the plane 540. The bands of ions
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are focused at the plane 540, but rather than being detected at that plane, they proceed

to the reflectron 500. The ions are again out of focus as they enter the reflectron 500,

but the reflectron re-focuses the ions onto the detector 510, where they are detected to

produce a mass spectrum.

Operating MS' alone or operating MS2 alone will produce a mass spectrum of

the initial sample. MS' and MS2 are then operated in tandem to produce a mass

spectrum of a precursor ion with a particular m/z selected from the ions of the initial

sample. EQ and Ea are adjusted so that the focal length f3 for space-focus equals the

distance from the exit grid 218 of the ion source 212 to the plane 550 located at the

entrance of the velocity selector 230. Ions produced by whatever process are initially

extracted by the first electric field EQ in the ion source 212 and are then accelerated by

the second electric field Ea. The ions separate into bands, depending on their m/z as

they drift toward the velocity selector 230.

At the plane 550, the bands of ions will not have large separations between

them. However, the velocity selector 230 is able to select a precursor ion with a

particular m/z, even if the spacing between m/z bands is small, because of its fast

switching capability and its mode of operation. This is the case in either the dual-

deflector or single-deflector mode of operation. Operation in the dual-deflector mode

will be described first.

Referring now to FIGS. 7 and 8, in switching the first ion deflector from on to

off, or switching the second ion deflector from off to on, a TTL trigger pulse first

enters the circuitry through an entry line 314. The IC 1 s 320, 322 invert the TTL

trigger pulse and the IC2s 328,330 convert the inverted output of ICis back into a

positive TTL pulse. The TTL pulse reaches the HVSs 332, 334, causing them to close.

The Ris 324, 326 provide fine control over the propagation delay of the TTL pulse

between the ICis and the IC2s. This enables precise synchronization of the separate

voltage pulses applied to the two interleaved sets of deflector strips 236.

Initially, the first deflector 232 is on and the second deflector 234 is off. Thus,

initially, the first deflector 232 deflects ions from the flight path. Referring now to

FIG. 12, as the select ions approach, the first deflector 232 (see FIG. 3) is switched off,
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and the first deflector voltage 610 drops from +V and -V to zero on adjacent strips

236. After a time dtd, the second deflector 234 (see FIG. 3) is switched on, and the

second deflector voltage 612 rises from zero to +V and -V on adjacent strips 236.

The resolving power of either a single-deflector or dual-deflector gate is

m
= 2 LjL2 Kate

dDdejlector ,,,,,,l

directly proportional to the magnitude of Vgate, as shown by the following equation:

Theoretically, it follows that VgQ1e should be as large as possible, but there are practical

considerations that moderate this theoretical consideration. If Vga1e is made too high,

the resulting fringe fields that extend from the entry and exit sides of a deflector will

begin to degrade the transmission and resolution of the deflector and, therefore,

effectively cancel the gain predicted by the above equation. Higher voltages require

more complex, more costly circuitry to switch them.

FIGS. 13A-13C illustrate the effect on a select ion (m) 620, an ion (m-dm) 622

having a smaller m/z than m, and an ion (m+Am) 624 having a larger m/z than m. m

620 arrives at the first deflector 232 while the first deflector voltage 610 is dropping to

zero (see FIG. 12), and is deflected onto the projected path 630 (FIG. 13B), which is

toward the second deflector 234 and slightly away from its initial flight path. m 620

reaches the second deflector 234 as the second deflector voltage 612 is rising to +V

and -V (see FIG. 12), and is deflected away from its previous path 630 (FIG. 13B)

onto the projected path 632 (FIG. 13C), which is displaced from but parallel to the

flight-axis 211 and toward the detector 510 (see FIG. 3).

m-dm 622 arrives at the first deflector 232 before the first deflector voltage 610

has dropped significantly (see FIG. 12), and is thus deflected onto the projected path

634 (FIG. 13A). m-d m 622 reaches the second deflector 234 before the second

deflector voltage 612 rises (see FIG. 12), so it proceeds substantially along path 634

and does not reach the detector 510 (see FIG. 3). Alternatively, an ion having a m/z

that is smaller than the select m/z may be deflected by the first deflector 232 such that

it does not even go through the second deflector 234, or it may reach the second

&m
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deflector 234 after the second deflector voltage 612 has begun to rise (see FIG. 12) and

be deflected back toward the flight-axis 211, but not enough so that it reaches the

detector 510. Thus, m-Am 622 will not proceed along the flight-axis 211 beyond the

velocity selector 230.

m+Am 624 reaches the first deflector 232 after the voltage has dropped and is

deflected little, if at all, by the first deflector. m+Am 624 thus proceeds along path 636

(FIG. 13B) until it reaches the second deflector 234. m+Am 624 reaches the second

deflector 234 after the second deflector voltage 612 has risen (see FIG. 12), and is

deflected by the second deflector 234 along a path 638 (FIG. 13C) away from the

flight-axis 211.

By switching the voltages of the first deflector 232 and the second deflector

234, such that even the select subset of ions m 620 is deflected slightly by each gate, a

very small spatial range of ions may be selected from an initial set of ions traveling

toward the velocity selector 230. Selection of a small spacial range of ions

corresponds to a higher resolving power (resolving power is defined as m14m, where

m is the mass of the select ions and Am is the range of masses selected by the velocity

selector 230, i.e., the masses that reach the detector) than when a larger spatial range of

ions are allowed to proceed through the velocity selector 230 without being deflected

by the first deflector 232 or the second deflector 234. The net impulse from the first

deflector 232 and the second deflector 234 on a mass m 620 will be zero if the first

deflector voltage 610 and the second deflector voltage 612 are timed to switch in

accordance with the following equation:

tlst deflector (M) _ to(m) -
Atd + Ats

2

where t 1st deflector (m) is the time the first deflector voltage 610 is triggered to switch

off; to (m) is the flight time of m 620 to a position exactly midway between the

entrance plane to the first deflector 232 and the exit plane to the second deflector 234;

Atd is the difference between the time the first deflector 232 is switched off and the

time the second deflector 234 is switched on (see FIG. 12); and Ats is the switching

time for each deflector (see FIG.12). to (m) may be closely estimated from the

following expression:
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(D, + 2 selector

vZ (m)

where v, (m) 0 (2gVsou,ccm)'12 is the speed of the ion through the velocity selector 230

(q is the charge of the ion, and Vsource is the total voltage used to accelerate the ion out

of the source 212); DI is the distance from the exit grid 218 of the ion source 212 to

the entrance plane of the first deflector 232; and 'selector = 'physical + 'fringe is the effective

length of the velocity selector 230 'physical is the physical length of the velocity selector,

and 'fringe is the length added to the velocity selector due to fringing electric fields,

which is approximately equal to the distance x between adjacent strips 236 (see FIG.

6)]. The ions may have some net impulse and still be detected, as long as they have

not received a net impulse so great as to entirely displace them from the flight path

before reaching the detector 510.

Similar results may be obtained by operating the velocity selector 230 in a

single deflector mode. Referring now to FIG. 14, when the deflectors 232, 234 are

switched, the voltage 710 of the original positive voltage strips 236 reverses, and

simultaneously the voltage 712 of the original negative voltage strips 236 reverses so

that the strips that were originally negative voltage strips are then positive voltage

strips. As the voltages 710, 712 are reversed, the direction of the electric field within

each channel 237 also is reversed. At a point in time 714, which is halfway through

the switching time, both voltages 710, 712 are at zero. At this time, the electric field

within each channel 237 is zero. As a set of ions travel through the gate, the ions that

are leading the select ions of mass m are deflected by the original electric field. When

the select ions reach the entrance plane of the deflector, the electric field within the

deflector is slightly greater than zero and the select ions are slightly deflected. When

the select ions reach the position midway between the ends of the deflector, the

electric field is zero (714 in FIG. 14). By the time the select ions reach the exit plane

of the deflector, the direction of the electric field has reversed and its magnitude is

again slightly greater than zero so the select ions are slightly deflected in a direction

opposite their deflection when they entered the deflector and their final path is

displaced from, but parallel to, their original path and toward the detector 510 (see
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FIG. 3). Ions following the select ions are deflected by the reversed electric field. The

net impulse from the deflector on the selections of mass m will be zero if the deflector

tdeflector (m) = to (m) " 2

is timed to switch in accordance with the following equation:

where tdeflector (m) is the time the deflector voltage is triggered to reverse, to (m) is given

by the equation above, and Ats is the switching time for the deflector (see FIG. 14).

The ion selector operated in the single deflector mode is able to obtain similar

resolving powers to the dual deflector mode, but the time window is not as

conveniently expanded and contracted as it is in the dual deflector mode. However,

the construction of a single deflector selector can be simplified, relative to the

construction of the dual deflector selector, since the second deflector may be omitted.

The velocity selector 230 is tuned by varying the time interval between a pulse

that triggers extraction from the ion source 212, and the TTL pulse that triggers the

switching, i.e., tlst deflector (m) in the dual deflector mode and tdeflecro, (m) is the single

deflector mode, thereby changing the selected m/z. When the velocity selector is

operated in single deflector mode, the selection window can be varied over a limited

mass range Am by varying the magnitude of the deflector voltage. In dual deflector

mode, increasing Atd from the value specified by the equation above for any given

value of tist deflector (m) increases Am and, thus, zooms the resolving power from the

maximum permitted by its geometry to ever decreasing values. Both the trigger time

and the size of the selection window Am are preferably adjusted while viewing a

spectrum in real time on an oscilloscope screen or a computer monitor.

Referring back to FIG. 3, the selected subset of ions (precursor ions) then

proceeds along the flight path to the dissociation cell 410 where, if necessary, a

fraction of them can be induced to dissociate into smaller fragment ions. The ions

then leave the dissociation cell 410 as a mixture of nondissociated precursor ions and

product ions and proceed to the accelerator 420.
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Initially, the voltage applied to the accelerator plate 426 in the accelerator 420

is zero. Once all the product ions are just within the accelerator 420, a high voltage

(accelerator voltage) is applied to the accelerator plate 426; a positive voltage is used

for positive ions and a negative voltage for negative ions. The ions are accelerated by

the electric field created between the accelerator plate 426 and the top assembly plate

424. The accelerator voltage is at least ten times greater than the voltage within the

ion source 212, so that more than 90% of the kinetic energy of any ion exiting the

accelerator 420, regardless of mass, is due to the accelerator rather than the ion source.

The preferred accelerator voltage is as high as possible, and the preferred ion

source voltage is as low as possible. The upper practical limit for the accelerator

voltage is about 30 kV due, in part, to voltage breakdowns that begin to prevail at this

voltage, and in part because an HVS capable of handling voltages greater than 30 kV

is not available. The only commercially available HVS currently known that can

switch 30 kV in 20 ns is the Behike HTS 301. Due solely to the current availability of

components, the accelerator voltages in the current working embodiment are 15kV.

Ion source voltages must be high enough to get good delayed-extraction focusing. For

MALDI sources, a voltage of at least 1 kV is required. Thus, in the current working

embodiment, ion source voltages of from about 1 kV to about 1.5 kV, and accelerator

voltages of from about 10 kV to about 15 kV, are used.

The accelerator 420 provides ions in the select group with mass-dependent

velocities so that they will spatially separate into m/z bands as they drift after exiting

the accelerator. Moreover, because the ions in the select group are spatially separated

when they enter the accelerator and the accelerator voltage is not applied until all the

ions are within the accelerator 420, the accelerator focuses the ions at a space focal

plane 540. Space focal plane 540 is set at a distance slightly greater than 2d from the

exit of the accelerator. Rather than being detected at the plane 540, the ions proceed to

the reflectron 500 as if they originated in the plane 540, i.e., plane 540 becomes the

object plane for the reflectron 500. The ions are again out of focus as they enter the

reflectron 500, but the reflectron re-focuses the ions onto the detector 510, where they

are detected to produce a complete mass spectrum of the select precursor ion and all of
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its product ions without stepping the reflectron 0 s voltage setting. MALDI mass

spectra produced from a mixture of tryptic peptides by this tandem operation would,

for example, allow a protein to be sequenced for the purpose of identifying either the

protein or sites of modification within the protein.

Method of Using the Apparatus

The method of using the apparatus 210 to create a mass spectrum includes first

preparing a sample. Methods of preparing samples are well known to those of

ordinary skill in the art. Such methods vary depending on the particular type of

ionization method used and the type of sample to be analyzed.

Although any of several types of ionization methods may be used with the

present invention, the adjustments and timing will be described herein with reference

to the apparatus described above having a two-stage MALDI source. Ion source 212

should first be set up so that the ions focused at the space focal plane 550 located at

the entrance of the velocity selector 230 can be detected; this may be done either by

temporarily locating a detector (not shown) at the entrance of the velocity selector 230

or by adjusting the reflectron 500 so that it has an object plane at the entrance of the

velocity selector and a space focal plane at a detector 510. A reflectron 500 preferably

is used so that the ions will have a greater flight distance in which to separate into

mass-dependant bands and the benefit of energy focusing before being detected.

The space focal length of the two-stage ion source 212 is determined by

adjusting the voltages of the first (Ee) and second (Ea) electric fields and the delay time

T between firing the laser to ionize the sample and switching on Ee. The voltages and

the timing for ions of a specific mass m can initially be chosen by performing

numerical analysis with a calculator or a computer to find the values ofE,/E, and r

such that

tf(m,vo+Ovo, Ea,T)-tf(mivo+Av0, ,,r)=0
Ee Ee
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where tf(mj vo + dvo, Ea/Ee, r) is an ions total time-of-flight to the space-focal plane a

distance f from the ion source as given by Wiley and McLaren, vo is the average initial

velocity of the ions, and dvo is the full width of the distribution of initial velocities at

about half the maximum height of the distribution. For MALDI, vo is typically around

500 m/s, and dvo is typically about 400 m/s. The delay time is adjusted using a digital

delay generator; the clock in the digital delay generator is started by a signal indicating

that ionization has begun (in the case of MALDI, a signal indicating the presence of

the laser beam). Examples, without limitation, of digital delay generators suitable for

use with the present invention include a Stanford Research Institute Model 535 delay

generator and an EG&G Instruments/PAR Model 9650 digital delay generator. A

mass spectrum is then produced by the detector and is displayed on a computer screen

or an oscilloscope. While viewing this spectrum, the ratio of the voltages and/or the

delay time are adjusted, and another spectrum is produced. This iterative empirical

procedure continues until the most highly resolved mass spectrum possible under the

given ionization conditions appears on the display, indicating that the space-focal

plane for the source 212 is located at the entrance of the velocity selector 230.

Based on the mass spectrum produced by this initial procedure, or based on an

analysis of a mass spectrum previously produced, a subset of ions having a select m z

ratio is selected for tandem analysis. The velocity selector 230 is adjusted to allow

these select ions to pass through to a detector located downstream. In doing so, the

apparatus should be set up so that the reflectron 500 has an object plane that coincides

with the entrance of the velocity selector 230 and a space focal plane at a detector 510.

This will automatically be the case if the reflectron was used in the initial tuning

process as described in the preceding two paragraphs.

The maximum resolving power (m/dm) possible for the velocity selector 230,

whether operated in the single-deflector or dual-deflector mode, is given

approximately by
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m D, Dsub3 V,,,-
Am XReff Vsource

where m is the mass to be selected; Am is the difference between the largest and

smallest masses to be selected; DI is the distance between the exit of the ion source

212 and the entry of the velocity selector 230; D3 is the effective flight distance

between the center of the velocity selector 230 and the detector 510; x is the distance

between adjacent strips in the velocity selector; Reff is the effective radius of the

detector 510, which is approximately equal to the sum of the radii of the detector s

active area and the ion beams projected area onto the detector-plane; VgQ1e is the

magnitude of the voltage applied to the strips 236 of the velocity selector 230; and V

source is the total voltage used in the ion source 212. Thus, as Vgate is increased, the

possible resolving power also is increased. If no other factors were involved, this

would be grounds for making Vga1e as large as possible. There are practical

considerations, however, to take into account, which mean that VgQ1e generally must be

kept at moderate values. If Vgate is made too high, the resulting fringe fields that

extend from the entry and exit sides of a deflector will begin to degrade the

transmission and resolution of the deflector and, thus, effectively cancel the gain

predicted by the equation above. Higher voltages require more complex, more costly

circuitry to switch them. In a working embodiment, it was only necessary to set Vgate

equal to 450 V to achieve a resolving power of about 5,200 for m 6,000 Da and

Vsource 10 keV; using lower values for Vsource would require correspondingly lower

values of Vgate to achieve the same performance {see equation above}.

When setting the times for the velocity selector 230 in the single deflector

mode, the time tdeflector between triggering the extraction field Ee of the ion source 212

to switch on and triggering the electric field in the velocity selector 230 to reverse

itself determines the mass to be selected. In setting the initial value for tdefleCtOr, the

equation above may be used. After the initial value is set and a mass spectrum is

produced, tdefleetor is adjusted, and another mass spectrum is produced. This iterative

empirical process continues until the desired ions are being selected. It should be

noted that the mass window Am for the single deflector operation can be varied over a
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limited range in accordance with the equation above by adjusting Vgate. Thus, a user

may initially lower Vgate so that a greater range of masses are detected. In this way, the

user may more easily determine how much to increase or decrease tdeflec,o,. Once

tdeflector is very close to the desired value (the user will know this by seeing the desired

m/z at the center of the masses allowed through the gate), Vgale may be increased to

produce a greater resolving power.

If the velocity selector is operated in a dual deflector mode, the time

tlst deflector between triggering the extraction field Ee of the ion source 212 to switch on

and triggering the electric field in the first ion deflector to switch off determines the

mass m to be selected. The equation above may be used to choose the initial value for

tlstdeflector. However, in this mode, Atd can be varied to change the resolving power

from the maximum allowed [see the equation above], to ever-decreasing values;

increasing dtd increases dm. Thus, in adjusting the timing of the velocity selector

when it is operated in the dual-deflector mode, test deflector will first be set using the

equation above with J td set to a high value, and a mass spectrum will be produced. tlst

deflector will then be adjusted so that the desired m1z ions will be toward the center of the

mass range allowed through the velocity selector 230, and J td will be decreased to

reduce the mlz range of ions allowed through the velocity selector. Another mass

spectrum will then be produced. This empirical procedure of adjusting tlst deflector and

decreasing dtd continues until only ions having the desired m/z are allowed through the

velocity selector 230.

Next, in preparation for turning on the accelerator 420, the voltage of the

reflectron 500 is increased so that the object plane of the reflectron coincides with the

space focal plane of the accelerator at plane 540, and the space focal plane of the

reflectron coincides with the detector 510. The voltage of the accelerator 420 Vaccei is

set so that it is at least ten times the total voltage of the ion source 212 Vsource When

Vaccel is at least ten times greater than Vsource, the focal length f4 of the accelerator is

slightly greater than 2d where d is the distance across the electric field of the

accelerator (i.e., the distance between the accelerator plate 426 and the top assembly

plate 424, see FIG. 11). An initial value for the delay time taccelerator between turning
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on the extraction field in the ion source 212 and turning on the electric field in the

D) + D2
tarrelerator (m) "

VZ(m)

accelerator 420 can be calculated from the following equation:

where D1 is the distance from the exit grid 218 of the ion source 212 to the entrance

plane of the velocity selector 230, D2 is the distance from the entry plane of the

velocity selector 230 to the accelerator plate 426 of the accelerator 420, and v,(m) 0

(2q VsourrcIm)" is the speed of the ions when they enter the accelerator 420 (q is the

charge carried by the ions and Vsourre is the total voltage used to accelerate the ions out

of the ion source 212). Once tarrelerator is set, a mass spectrum is produced at the

detector 510. Iterations of adjusting the delay time and producing mass spectra are

performed until a setting for tarrelerator is determined for which all the select ions are

within the electric field of the accelerator 420 to produce a complete focused mass

spectrum of the select ion group. During this iterative process, the voltage in the

reflectron 500 also may be adjusted to move the object plane of the reflectron 500 so

that it coincides more precisely with the space focal plane of the accelerator 420.

The collision cell 410 is then turned on, if necessary, to produce a mass

spectrum with increased product ion signal strengths or a mass spectrum that contains

a greater number of product peaks from the precursor.

All of the delay times described herein are set with a digital delay generator.

Examples, without limitation, of suitable digital delay generators are the Stanford

Research Institute Model 535 delay generator and the EG&G Instruments/PAR Model

9650 digital delay generator.

Example 1: Protonated Substance-P

Analyses have been done using an apparatus including an ion source, a velocity

selector downstream of the ion source, a reflectron downstream of the velocity

selector, and a detector downstream of the reflectron.
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A two-stage, delayed extraction MALDI source was used to produce ions. The

flight distance across the extraction region (first stage) was 11.5 mm, and the flight

distance across the acceleration region (second stage) was 9.5 mm.

The velocity selector included a first deflector and a second deflector

downstream of the first deflector, with each deflector including 20 parallel strips as

electrodes. The entry plane of the first deflector was 200 mm downstream of the exit

plane of the second stage of the ion source. The distance between the centers of

adjacent strips was 1.0 mm, the width of each strip (parallel to the flight direction) was

1.27 mm, the length of each strip (normal to the flight direction) was 15 mm, and the

thickness of each strip (normal to the flight direction) was 0.09 mm. The distance

between the centers of the strips in the first deflector and the centers of the strips in the

second deflector was 10.0 mm.

The entry of the reflectron was 739 mm downstream of the entry of the first

deflector in the velocity selector so that the object plane of the reflectron coincided

with the velocity selectors entry plane, and the detector was 440 mm downstream of

the exit of the reflectron at the reflectron s space focal plane. The reflectron was a

300 mm long, single-stage, linear-field reflectron with a voltage of 12.77 kV. This

voltage, and the voltages stated in Example 2, was used solely to enable ion detection.

Operation at 1 to 1.5 kV would not allow detection without subsequent acceleration as

done in the working embodiment.

In using the assembly for protonated substance-P (m/z 1,348.6), where the

switching time for each gate of the velocity selector was 19 ns, a resolving power of

approximately 710 (corresponding to a time window of 3.7 ns) was achieved in the

single-deflector mode (Vsou.ce=10.073 kV, VgR1e= 250 V) and approximately 1,100

(corresponding to a time window of 2.3 ns) was achieved in the dual-deflector mode

(Vsou.ce=10.8 kV, Vgate= 425 V).

Example 2 -- PEG 6000

The apparatus was used as described above to analyze an oligomer of PEG

6000 at m/z of approximately 6000. The distance between the exit of the second stage
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of the ion source and the entry of the velocity selector was set at 900 mm, rather than

200 mm, to increase the resolving power in accordance with the equation above, and

the reflectron voltage was set at 10.678 kV, rather than 12.77 kV, to improve the

resolution of the reflected mass spectrum. A resolving power of approximately 5,200

(corresponding to a time window of 4.8 ns) was achieved in the dual-deflector mode

(Vsource=10.04 kV, Vgate= 450V).

Several features of the construction and operation of the preferred embodiment

described above are advantageous. Specifically, the width of the strips 236 in the

velocity selector 230 allows them to produce an electric field that extends a significant

distance along the flight path so that the impulse applied to the passing ions is

sufficient to deflect them away from the detector. However, the strips 236 are thin

enough so that they may be spaced across the flight path without creating a significant

obstruction. Moreover, because the strips have little area they have a small

capacitance, thus allowing for short switching times. Furthermore, the placement of

the accelerator 420 after the collision cell 410 allows the accelerator to give the

product ions mass-dependent velocities and simultaneously to focus the ions at a

common space focal plane so that they can be recorded in a single mass spectrum

without resorting to stepping the ion-reflectors voltage setting.

Although the invention has been described with reference to specific

embodiments, it should be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art that the

arrangement and details disclosed herein may be modified without departing from the

spirit and scope of the invention. Therefore, we claim all such modifications that fall

within the scope and spirit of the following claims, and all equivalents thereto.
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We claim:

1. A time-of-flight mass spectrometer comprising a pulsed, linear ion

accelerator.

2. The mass spectrometer according to claim 1 comprising a time-of-flight mass

spectrometer.

3. The mass spectrometer according to claim 1 where the pulsed, linear ion

accelerator has plural stages of ion acceleration.

4. The mass spectrometer according to claim 1 further comprising a velocity

selector that operates by substantially complete reversal of an applied electric field as

ions to be selected proceed through the selector.

5. The mass spectrometer according to claim 4 where the velocity selector

comprises a first ion deflector and a second ion deflector.

6. The mass spectrometer according to claim 5 where the first ion deflector

includes plural electrodes defining at least one channel intermediate the electrodes, and

the second ion deflector includes plural electrodes defining at least one channel

intermediate the electrodes.

7. The mass spectrometer according to claim 6 where the electrodes comprise

conductive strips.

8. The mass spectrometer according to claim 7 where the velocity selector

defines a flight path and the strips are parallel to each other and to the flight path, the

strips separating the flight path into channels at the first ion deflector and the second

ion deflector.
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9. A time-of-flight mass spectrometer comprising a velocity selector that

operates by complete reversal of an applied electric field as ions to be selected proceed

through the selector.

10. The mass spectrometer according to claim 9 where the velocity selector

comprises a first ion deflector and a second ion deflector.

11. The mass spectrometer according to claim 10 where the first ion deflector

includes plural electrodes defining at least one channel intermediate the electrodes, and

the second ion deflector includes plural electrodes defining at least one channel

intermediate the electrodes.

12. The mass spectrometer according to claim 11 where the electrodes comprise

conductive strips.

13. The mass spectrometer according to claim 12 where the velocity selector

defines a flight path and the strips are parallel to each other and to the flight path, the

strips separating the flight path into channels at the first ion deflector and the second

ion deflector.

14. The mass spectrometer according to claim 9 and further including a pulsed,

linear accelerator.

15. The mass spectrometer according to claim 14 where the pulsed, linear

accelerator includes plural stages of acceleration.

16. A time-of-flight mass spectrometer, comprising:

an ion source;

a velocity selector downstream of the ion source;

a dissociation cell downstream of the velocity selector;
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a pulsed, linear ion accelerator downstream of the dissociation cell, the

accelerator being capable of receiving ions traveling in an initial velocity direction and

accelerating the ions in the initial velocity direction;

a reflectron downstream of the pulsed, linear ion accelerator; and

an ion detector for detecting ions reflected by the reflectron.

17. The mass spectrometer according to claim 16 where the velocity selector

comprises a first ion deflector and a second ion deflector.

18. The mass spectrometer according to claim 17, wherein the first ion deflector

includes plural electrodes defining at least one channel intermediate the electrodes, and

the second ion deflector includes plural electrodes defining at least one channel

intermediate the electrodes.

19. The mass spectrometer according to claim 16 where the electrodes comprise

conductive strips.

20. The mass spectrometer according to claim 19 where the velocity selector

operates by complete reversal of an applied electric field as ions to be selected proceed

through the selector.

21. The mass spectrometer according to claim 19 where the velocity selector

defines a flight path and the strips are parallel to each other and to the flight path, the

strips separating the flight path into channels at the first ion deflector and the second

ion deflector.

22. The mass spectrometer according to claim 16 where the accelerator

comprises a first electrode and a second electrode downstream of the first electrode.
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23. The mass spectrometer according to claim 16 where the accelerator

comprises a first electrode and a plurality of electrodes downstream of the first

electrode.

24. The mass spectrometer according to claim 22 where the first electrode

comprises a first plate defining an aperture that is coaxial with the optical axis of the

spectrometer and a second electrode comprises a second plate defining a aperture

coaxial with the first aperture.

25. The mass spectrometer according to claim 23 where the first electrode

comprises a first plate defining an aperture that is coaxial with the optical axis of the

spectrometer and each successive electrode comprises a plate that defines an aperture

coaxial with the aperture of the first plate.

26. The mass spectrometer according to claim 16 where the reflectron is

selected from the group of reflectrons consisting of single-stage, linear-field

reflectrons, single-stage, non-linear field reflectrons, dual-stage linear-field reflectrons

and dual-stage, non-linear field reflectrons.

27. The mass spectrometer according to claim 16 where the ion source is

capable of focusing ions at a space focal plane.

28. The mass spectrometer according to claim 27 where the ion source can be

adjusted to move the location of the space focal plane.

29. The mass spectrometer according to claim 28 where the ion source

comprises a two-stage ion source.

30. A time-of-flight mass spectrometer, comprising:

an ion source capable of focusing ions at a first space focal plane;
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a velocity selector downstream of the ion source, the velocity selector having an

entry located at the first space focal plane;

a dissociation cell downstream of the velocity selector;

an ion accelerator downstream of the dissociation cell, the accelerator including

plural electrodes, each electrode initially at instrument ground potential, each of the

electrodes defining an aperture, and the apertures defining a linear flight path through

the accelerator, the accelerator being capable of focusing ions at a second space focal

plane;

a reflectron downstream of the ion accelerator, the reflectron defining an object

plane located at the second space focal plane, the reflectron being capable of focusing

ions at a third space focal plane; and

an ion detector located at the third space focal plane.

31. The mass spectrometer according to claim 30 where the ion source is a two-

stage ion source.

32. The mass spectrometer according to claim 30 where the velocity selector

comprises:

a first ion deflector including a plurality of electrically conductive strips defining

a plurality of channels, the strips including alternate positive voltage strips connected

to a first positive voltage source, and alternate negative voltage strips connected to a

first negative voltage source; and

a second ion deflector in series with the first ion deflector, the second ion

deflector including a plurality of electrically conductive strips defining a plurality of

channels, the strips including alternate positive voltage strips connected to a second

positive voltage source, and alternate negative voltage strips connected to a second

negative voltage source.

33. The mass spectrometer according to claim 28 where the reflectron is

selected from the group of reflectrons consisting of single-stage, linear-field
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reflectrons, single-stage, non-linear field reflectrons, dual-stage, linear-field reflectrons

and dual-stage, non-linear field reflectrons.

34. The mass spectrometer according to claim 30 where the detector defines an

aperture for ions to pass through as the ions enter the reflectron, and the reflectron

reflects the ions back toward the aperture.

35. A mass spectrometer, comprising:

an ion source;

a velocity selector downstream of the ion source, the velocity selector

comprising a first ion deflector including a plurality of electrically conductive strips

defining a plurality of channels, the strips including alternate positive voltage strips

connected to a first positive voltage source, and alternate negative voltage strips

connected to a first negative voltage source, and a second ion deflector in series with

the first ion deflector, the second ion deflector including a plurality of electrically

conductive strips defining a plurality of channels, the strips including alternate positive

voltage strips connected to a second positive voltage source, and alternate negative

voltage strips connected to a second negative voltage source;

a dissociation cell downstream of the velocity selector;

a reflectron downstream of the dissociation cell; and

a first ion detector positioned to detect ions reflected by the reflectron.

36. The mass spectrometer according to claim 35 where the ion source focuses

ions at a first space focal plane.

37. The mass spectrometer according to claim 36 where the first space focal

plane is located at the first ion deflector of the velocity selector.
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38. The mass spectrometer according to claim 36 further including a second

detector positioned to detect ions and neutral molecules not reflected by the reflectron,

the first space focal plane being located at the second detector.

39. The mass spectrometer according to claim 36 where the reflectron defines

an object plane, and the first space focal plane is located at the object plane.

40. The mass spectrometer according to claim 35 further including an ion

accelerator downstream of the dissociation cell and upstream of the reflectron, the

accelerator comprising plural electrodes, each electrode defining an aperture.

41. The mass spectrometer according to claim 40 where the accelerator is

capable of focusing ions at a second space focal plane.

42. The mass spectrometer according to claim 41 where the reflectron defines

an object plane and the second space focal plane is located at the object plane.

43. A mass spectrometer, comprising:

an ion source capable of focusing ions at a first space focal plane;

a velocity selector downstream of the ion source, the velocity selector having an

entry located at the first space focal plane, the velocity selector including a first ion

deflector including a plurality of electrically conductive strips defining a plurality of

channels, the strips including alternate positive voltage strips connected to a first

positive voltage source, and alternate negative voltage strips connected to a first

negative voltage source, and a second ion deflector in series with the first ion

deflector, the second ion deflector including a plurality of electrically conductive strips

defining a plurality of channels, the strips including alternate positive voltage strips

connected to a second positive voltage source, and alternate negative voltage strips

connected to a second negative voltage source;

a dissociation cell downstream of the velocity selector;
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an ion accelerator downstream of the dissociation cell, the accelerator including

plural electrodes, each electrode initially at instrument ground potential, each of the

electrodes defining a aperture, and the apertures defining a flight path through the

accelerator, the accelerator being capable of focusing ions at a second space focal

plane;

a reflectron downstream of the ion accelerator, the reflectron defining an object

plane located at the second space focal plane, the reflectron also being capable of

focusing ions at a third space focal plane; and

an ion detector located at the third space focal plane.

44. An ion selector, comprising:

a first ion deflector including a plurality of electrically conductive first strips

defining a plurality of first channels, the first strips including alternate positive voltage

first strips connected to a first positive voltage source, and alternate negative voltage

first strips connected to a first negative voltage source; and

a second ion deflector in series with the first ion deflector, the second ion

deflector including a plurality of electrically conductive second strips defining a

plurality of second channels, the second strips including alternate positive voltage

second strips connected to a second positive voltage source, and alternate negative

voltage second strips connected to a second negative voltage source.

45. A method for producing a mass spectrum, comprising:

ionizing a material to produce a set of ions that is confined to a sufficiently small

volume of space and to a sufficiently short interval of time to allow subsequent space

focusing of the set of ions;

accelerating the set of ions so that each ion Os velocity within the set of ions

depends on the mass of the ion;

allowing the set of ions to drift along a flight path so that ions within the set of

ions having different velocities spatially separate along the flight path;
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deflecting all but a select subset of the ions from the flight path, the subset of

ions having a select velocity range;

inducing dissociation of a portion of the subset of ions;

accelerating the subset of ions linearly along the flight path so that the velocity

of each ion within the subset of ions depends on the mass of the ion;

allowing the subset of ions to drift along the flight path so that ions of different

velocities spatially separate along the flight path; and

detecting the subset of ions at a location along the flight path.

46. The method according to claim 45 where the interval of time is less than

about 10 nanoseconds.

47. The method according to claim 45 where the interval of time is from about 1

nanosecond to about 10 nanoseconds.

48. The method according to claim 45 where the volume of space is from about

10 µm to about 200 µm in diameter and from about 1 nm to about 10 nm in length.

49. The method according to claim 45 where accelerating a set of ions

comprises producing and extracting the set of ions from the material, passing the set of

ions through a first electric field, and passing the set of ions through a second electric

field.

50. The method according to claim 49 where the second electric field is less

than, equal to or greater than the first electric field.

51. The method according to claim 50 where the first electric field remains off

until substantially all of the set of ions are within the first electric field region, and the

first electric field is then switched on.
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52. The method according to claim 43 where the deflecting step comprises:

applying a voltage across a first ion deflector until the subset of ions approaches

the first ion deflector to deflect ions from the set of ions that are ahead of the subset of

ions away from the flight path;

decreasing the voltage across the first ion deflector to allow the subset of ions

through the first ion deflector; and

increasing the voltage across a second ion deflector, located downstream of the

first ion deflector, so as to allow the subset of ions to proceed along the flight path, but

to deflect ions of the set of ions that are behind the subset of ions.

53. The method according to claim 45 where accelerating the subset of ions

comprises passing the subset of ions through an electric field.

54. The method according to claim 53 where the electric field remains off until

substantially all of the subset of ions are within the electric field region and the electric

field is then switched on.

55. The method according to claim 45 where the subset of ions has an initial

velocity direction before accelerating the subset of ions, and accelerating the subset of

ions comprises accelerating the subset of ions in a direction that is substantially the

same as the initial velocity direction.

56. The method according to claim 45 further comprising focusing the set of

ions at a first space focal plane before deflecting a select subset of icons.

57. The method according to claim 56 where deflecting includes deflecting ions

at the first space focal plane.

58. The method according to claim 45 further comprising focusing the set of

ions at a second space focal plane before detecting the subset of ions.
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59. The method according to claim 58 where detecting comprises detecting the

subset of ions at the second space focal plane.

60. A method for producing a mass spectrum, comprising:

ionizing a material to produce a set of ions that is confined to a sufficiently small

volume of space and to a sufficiently short internal of time to allow for subsequent

space focusing of the set of ions;

accelerating the set of ions such that the velocity of each ion within the set of

ions depends on the mass of the ion;

allowing the set of ions to move along a flight path so that ions of different

velocities spatially separate along the flight path;

applying a voltage across a first ion deflector positioned along the flight path to

deflect ions passing through the first ion deflector in a first direction away from the

flight path;

switching off the voltage applied to the first ion deflector in phase with passage

of a subset of ions having a select range of velocities so that the subset of ions is

deflected less in the first direction than preceding ions;

switching on a voltage applied to a second ion deflector, arranged downstream

of the first ion deflector, in phase with passage of the subset of ions to deflect ions

passing through the second ion deflector in a second direction to deflect the subset of

ions back along the flight path, and to deflect ions following the subset of ions away

from the flight path;

maintaining the voltage applied to the second ion deflector to deflect ions

following the subset of ions away from the flight path;

inducing dissociation of a portion of the subset of ions;

accelerating the subset of ions, such that each ion s velocity within the subset

of ions depends on the mass of the ion;

focusing the subset of ions at a space focal plane; and

detecting ions at the space focal plane.
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61. The method according to claim 60 where accelerating the set of ions

comprises producing and extracting the set of ions from the material and passing the

set of ions through a first electric field, and passing the ions through a second electric

field.

62. The method according to claim 61 where the second electric field is less

than, equal to or greater than the first electric field.

63. The method according to claim 59 where the first electric field is off until

substantially all of the set of ions are within the first electric field region, and the first

electric field is then switched on.

64. The method according to claim 60 where accelerating the subset of ions

comprises passing the subset of ions through an electric field, the electric field

remaining off until substantially all of the subset of ions are within the electric field

and the electric field is then switched on.

65. The method according to claim 64 where the subset of ions has an initial

velocity direction before accelerating the subset of ions, and accelerating the subset of

ions comprises accelerating the subset of ions in a direction substantially the same as

the initial velocity direction.

66. The method according to claim 60 further comprising focusing the set of

ions at a first space focal plane before deflecting ions.

67. The method according to claim 66 where deflecting includes deflecting ions

at the first space focal plane.

68. The method according to claim 60 further comprising focusing the set of

ions at a second space focal plane before detecting ions.
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69. The method according to claim 68 where detecting ions comprises detecting

the subset of ions at the second space focal plane.

70. A method for selecting a subset of ions from a set of ions, comprising:

applying a voltage across a first ion deflector positioned along a flight path of a

set of ions so as to deflect ions passing through the first ion deflector in a first

direction away from the flight path;

switching off the voltage applied to the first ion deflector in phase with the

passage of a subset of ions having a select range of velocities so that the subset of ions

is deflected less in the first direction than preceding ions;

switching on a voltage applied to a second ion deflector arranged downstream of

the first ion deflector in phase with passage of the subset of ions to deflect ions passing

through the second ion deflector in a second direction and to deflect the subset of ions

back along the flight path; and

maintaining a voltage across the second ion deflector to deflect ions following

the subset of ions away from the flight path.

71. A method for selecting a subset of ions from a set of ions, comprising:

accelerating a set of ions such that the ions have varying velocities;

allowing the set of ions to move along a flight path so that ions of different

velocities spatially separate along the flight path;

applying a voltage across a first ion deflector positioned along the flight path so

as to deflect ions passing through the first ion deflector in a first direction away from

the flight path;

switching off the voltage across the first ion deflector in phase with passage of a

subset of ions having a select range of velocities so that the subset of ions is deflected

less in the first direction than preceding ions;

switching on the voltage across a second ion deflector arranged downstream of

the first ion deflector in phase with the passage of the subset of ions to deflect ions
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passing through the second ion deflector in a second direction and to deflect the subset

of ions back along the flight path; and

maintaining a voltage across the second ion deflector to deflect ions following

the subset of ions away from the flight path.

72. The method according to claim 71 where accelerating a set of ions

comprises passing the set of ions through a first electric field, and passing the set of

ions through at least a second electric field.

73. The method according to claim 72 where the second electric field is less

than, equal to or greater than the first electric field.

74. The method according to claim 72 where the first electric field remains off

until substantially all of the set of ions are within the first electric field region, and the

first electric field is then switched on.

75. The method according to claim 71 further comprising focusing the set of

ions at a first space focal plane before applying a voltage.

76. The method according to claim 69 where the first space focal plane is at the

first ion deflector.

77. A method for producing a mass spectrum, comprising:

ionizing a material to produce a pulsed or continuous beam of ions that has a

velocity in a first direction and a width in a second direction orthogonal to the first

direction;

injecting the beam of ions in the first direction into an extraction region of a

two-stage ion extraction source;
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accelerating a set of ions that is confined to a short interval of time out of the

beam in the second direction orthogonal to the first direction so that each ion s

velocity within the set of ions depends on the mass of the ion;

allowing the set of ions to drift along a flight path so that ions within the set of

ions having different velocities spatially separate along the flight path;

deflecting all of the set of ions, except a select subset of the ions, from the flight

path, the select subset of ions having a select velocity range;

inducing dissociation of a portion of the subset of ions;

accelerating the subset of ions linearly along the flight path so that each ion s

velocity within the subset of ions depends on the mass of the ion;

allowing the subset of ions to drift along the flight path so that ions having

different velocities spatially separate along the flight path; and

detecting the subset of ions at a location along the flight path.

78. The method according to claim 77 where accelerating the select set of ions

comprises producing and extracting the beam of ions from the material, passing the

select set of ions through a first electric field, and passing the select set of ions through

a second electric field in the second direction.

79. The method according to claim 78 where the second electric field is less

than, equal to or greater than the first electric field.

80. The method according to claim 78 where the first electric field remains off

as the beam of ions enter the first electric field region, and the first electric field is then

switched on.

81. The method according to claim 77 where deflecting comprises:

applying a voltage across a first ion deflector until the subset of ions approaches

the first ion deflector to deflect ions from the set of ions that are ahead of the subset of

ions away from the flight path;
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decreasing the voltage across the first ion deflector to allow the subset of ions

through the first ion deflector; and

increasing the voltage across a second ion deflector, located downstream of the

first ion deflector, to allow the subset of ions to proceed along the flight path, but to

deflect ions of the set of ions that are behind the subset of ions.

82. The method according to claim 77 where accelerating the subset of ions

comprises passing the subset of ions through an electric field, the electric field

remaining off until substantially all of the subset of ions are within the electric field

region, and the electric field is then switched on.

83. The method according to claim 82 where accelerating the subset of ions

comprises accelerating the subset of ions through successive electric fields, each

successive electric filed remaining off until substantially all of the subset of ions

emerging from the preceding electric field region are within the successive electric

field region and then the successive electric field is switched on.

84. The method according to claim 78 where the subset of ions has an initial

velocity direction before the step of accelerating the subset of ions, and accelerating

the subset of ions comprises accelerating the subset of ions in substantially the initial

velocity direction.

85. The method according to claim 78 further comprising focusing the set of

ions at a first space focal plane before deflecting ions at the first space focal plane.

86. The method according to claim 78 further comprising focusing the set of

ions at a second space focal plane before detecting ions.

87. A method for producing a mass spectrum, comprising:
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ionizing a material to produce a pulsed or continuous beam of ions that has a

velocity in a first direction and a width in a second direction orthogonal to the first

direction;

injecting the beam of ions in the first direction into an extraction region of a

two-stage ion extraction source;

accelerating a select set of ions that is confined to a short interval of time out of

the beam in the second direction orthogonal to the first direction such that each ion s

velocity within the set of ions depends on the mass of the ion;

allowing the set of ions to move along a flight path so that ions of different

velocities spatially separate along the flight path;

applying a voltage across a first ion deflector positioned along the flight path to

deflect ions passing through the first ion deflector in a first direction away from the

flight path;

switching off the voltage applied to the first ion deflector in phase with the

passage of a subset of ions having a select range of velocities so that the subset of ions

is deflected less in the first direction than preceding ions;

switching on a voltage applied to a second ion deflector arranged downstream

the first ion deflector in phase with passage of the subset of ions so as to deflect ions

passing through the second ion deflector in a second direction to deflect the subset of

ions back along the flight path, and to deflect ions following the subset of ions away

from the flight path;

maintaining the voltage applied to the second ion deflector so as to deflect ions

following the subset of ions away from the flight path;

inducing dissociation of a portion of the subset of ions;

accelerating the subset of ions, such that the each ion s velocity within the

subset of ions depends on the mass of the ion;

focusing the subset of ions at a space focal plane; and

detecting ions at the space focal plane.
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88. The method according to claim 87 where accelerating a select set of ions

comprises:

producing and extracting the beam of ions from the material injecting the beam

of ions in the first direction into an extraction region of a two-stage ion extraction

source; and

passing the select set of ions through a first electric field in the second direction

orthogonal to the first direction, and passing the ions through a second electric field in

the second direction.

89. The method of claim 88 where the second electric field is less than, equal to

or greater than the first electric field.

90. The method according to claim 88 where the first electric field remains off

as the beam ions enter the first electric field region, and the first electric field is then

switched on.

91. The method according to claim 87 where accelerating the subset of ions

comprises passing the subset of ions through an electric field, the electric field

remaining off until substantially all of the subset of ions are within the electric field

region and the electric field is then switched on.

92. The method according to claim 87 where accelerating the subset of ions

comprises accelerating the subset of ions through successive electric fields, each

successive electric field remaining off until substantially all of the subset of ions

emerging from the preceding electric field region are within the successive electric

field region and then the successive electric field is switched on.

93. The method according to claim 91 where the subset of ions has an initial

velocity direction before accelerating the subset of ions, and accelerating the subset of
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ions comprises accelerating the subset of ions in a direction that is substantially the

same as the initial velocity direction.

94. The method according to claim 87 further comprising the step of focusing

the set of ions at a first space focal plane before applying a voltage.

95. The method according to claim 92 where applying a voltage includes

deflecting ions at the first space focal plane.

96. The method according to claim 87 further comprising focusing the set of

ions at a second space focal plane before the detecting step.

97. The method according to claim 95 where detecting comprises detecting the

subset of ions at the second space focal plane.
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